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LETTER OF TRANSM1l”rAL

June 30, 1953
Dear Mr. President:
We submit herewith the report of the President’s Committee
on International Information Activities.
On January 24, 1953, you directed us “to make a survey and
evaluation of the international information policies and activities
of the Executive Branch of the Government and of policies and
actiVities reIated thereto, with particular reference to the international relations and the national security of this c o ~ t r y . ~ ’
This directive in the form of a letter to the Executive Secretary
of the National Security Council is attached to the report as
Appendix I. You also directed that the Committee’s Anal report
and recornmendatichs be in your hands not later than June 30,
1953.

In directing us to prepare this report, you indicated that it
should be made in the light of the general capabilities and intentions of the Soviet system and of the United States and its allies.
In Part I of the report, therefore, we have considered the nature
of the conflict with the Soviet system,the Soviet drive for world
domination and the United States program for world order. We
have not attempted to reach independent judgments on many of
the matters discussed in this Part, believing them to be beycmd
both our assignment and our competence. In respect to them,
we have relied on expert testimony and on relevant official
documents.
In the light of the relative ’capabilities wd the conflicting objectives of the free coalition led by the United States and the irnposed coalition dominated by Soviet Russia, we have surveyed and
evaluated the international information policies and activities
and related policies and activities of the United States. .They in. .’

’
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In preparing our report we have been inspired by your conviction that a “unified and dynamic effort” in the field covered by
the report “is essential to the security of the United States and
of the other peoples in the community of free nations.”
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM
H. JAWON, Chairnuzn
ROBERTCUTLER
GORDON GRAY
..
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BARKLIE
MCKEE HENRY
JOHNC. HUGHES
C. D. JACKSON .
Roam M, KYES
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Chapter One

THE NATURE OF THE CONFLPCT
The policies of the United States are based on the assumption
that the purpose of the Soviet rulers is world domination. There
are various.theoriesconcerning the reasons behind this purpose.
One theory points to the ideology of world communist revolution
as the principal reason Another stresses the ambitions and
belief in a world mission long held by the Great RusSirms. A
third emphasizes the view that the Soviet rulers feel a basic insecurity so long as any power center remains outside their control and therefore regard any such center 88 a threat which they
must strive to remove.
AlL these factors may play a part in motivating the Soviet.
drive for world domination. Whatever their relative importance,
it is necessary to base American policy on the premise that the
drive exists and will continue until the free world has induced
(1) a substantial reduction in Soviet capabilities, at least relatively, or (2) a basic change in the objectives of the Soviet rulers.
The Soviet rulers are employing and almost .certainly intend
to rely heavily on political warfare techniques in carrying out
their drive. In present circumstances they prefer the process of
encroachment to the risks of total war. Because the United
States is the major center of power in the free world and is therefore the principal obstacle in the path of the Soviet drive, the
isolation of the United States as a preliminary to its destruction
or domination is a major goal of Soviet policy.
The purposes of the United States in its actions abroad spring
from two basic concerns: flrst, for the physicfil security of the
United States; second, for the development of a world environment favorable to the survival and flourishingof free institutions.
The United States must, therefore, adopt not only those policies
necessary to its military security but also those essential to the
creation of world conditions consistent with the maintenance of'
these free institutions.

Bc.
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only in conjunction
National security can
with strong and resolute allies .throughout the world. A world
order of free and peaceful nations has become a general objective
of United states policy. The Soviet drive for world domination
blocks progress toward such a world order and consequently the
relative reduction of Soviet capabilities to the point where they
are inadequate to sustain this drive is probably a necessary step
in the pursuit of the general objective.
The nature of the conflict lies in this fundamental clash, 'and
the conflict will continue until one side or the other d r o h behind
in the development of capabilities or loses its will t0 continue the
struggle. ' This view is widely held, but there has not always been .
a full-recognitionof the measure of the task imposed upon the
United States,and there are important differencesof opinion as to
the policies by which United States objectivescan best be pursued.
The Relationship Between Objectives, Capabilities and PoliCieS
Tpe general objectives of the United States -such as national
security and a just and peaceful world order-do not change.
They can be deAned only in general terms, and can never be
wholly attained, once and for all. "hey can only be approached.
The m m e of progress toward them is the accomplishment of

subsidiary, specific goals. These spedific goals of national action
abroad.-such as st certain level of forces for the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, or the destruction of communist influencein the French labor unions, or an increase in agricultural
production in Pakistan -should be defined in as precise political,
diplomatic, economic, military or psychological terms as possible.
They may be regarded as points which must be reached on the
way to the ultimate objective. They should be consistent not
only with the ultimate objective but also with capabilities.
The Government has often failed t o define its speciflc goah
clearly and precisely, and this failure has been an important
obstacle to progress. There has been a tendency, as in the case
of NATO force levels, to set specific goals which exceeded United
States and allied capabilities and this has led, through the creation of unrealistic expectations; to an unwarranted sense oi failure. In the field of political warfare the announcement of unrealizable goals and the arousing of excessive hopes in t h e satellite
countries or 'elsewhere, may have serious adverse consequences
for the world position of the United States.
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The policies by which the United State pursues goals should
be harmonious not only with its general objectives but also with
its capabilities. In practice, failure to understand this prindiple
is a source of controversy and misunderstanding. Some witnesses who have appeared before the Committee have revealed in
their testimony that they had failed to take adequate account
of the capability factor by advocating courses of action which
exceed the present capabilities of the United States and its allies.
The United States will be judged not only by the things it is able
to do and does, but also by the gap between these and its announced policies. The distinction should be.clearly made between policies and objectives with respect to which the United
States commits itself to act and those ends to which we, as a
nation, aspire but regarding which the Government is not committed to take action. In the conduct of political warfare it
is important that the United States avoid confusion between its
specific policy objectives and its aspirations.
The Committee has not attempted to determine what capabilities the United States and its allies need to have in order to
assure their security, make progress toward a peaceful world
order, and bring about a substantial relative reduction in Soviet
capabilities or a basic change in Soviet objectives. Clearly the
answer depends largely on the capabilities of the Soviet system.
The estimation of relative capabilities is a difltlcult task, but it is
an essential step in determinhg what additional efforts are required and what specific goals are both desirable and feasible.
The Committee recognizes the steady improvement of national
intelligence estimates under the direction of CIA. However,
these intelligence estimates must be continually and carefully
matched against United States and allied capabilities and defensive plans, to produce realistic “net” estimates of the capabilities
of the Soviet system. The current appraisal* of the vulnerability
of the United States to Soviet air attack is an important advance,
but so far as can be ascertained it is the first net estimate of relative military capabilitieswhich has been available to the National
Security Council as a basis for its policy recommendations. We
recommend that the necessary measures be taken to provide net
estimates of political, economic and military capabilities.
In the absence of a satisfactory net estimate, it is our general
impression, based on the available intelligence estimates, (1)
NBU 140D
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that the ability of the Soviet Union to wage general war is
improving and (2) that the Soviet rulers will probably not deliberately initiate or provoke general .war in the near future, but
will continue courses of action which involve an appreciable danger that general war might result. A recent estimate states that
if the Kremlin believes “the security of the USSR is jeopardized
by a Western action, it will probably resort to such counteractdons
8s it considers necessary, even though it recognjiZe;e that these
counteractions involve grave risk of global war.”* According to
the same source “it is impossible to estimate th’e view of the rulers
of the USSR concerning the outcome of a global war during the
period of this estimate.” It is our belief that the Soviet rulers
will strive to avoid general war, primarily because of fear that
their regime could not be maintained in power after a devastating
atomic attack and because the opportunities for expansion by
political warfare still seem good. We believe, therefore, that
provided the United States and its allies maintain a strong military positlp,, general war Cari be avoided and.that the greatest
danger‘of Soviet expansion lies in political warfare and local communist armed action.
The power relationship between the Soviet system anki’the free
nations such that the Soviet rulers will be most reluctant to
run deliberately a grave risk of general war. However, we agree
with the estimate that “the USSR will continue its efforts to undermine and destroy the non-communist world by political warfare.”** In the circumstances, the United States m ~intensify
t
its effort to achieve a greater measure of strength and unity in
the free world. The United States and its allies need SUtTicient
military strength and unity of purpose to make the Soviet rulers
unwilling to pursue courses of action involving appreciabledanger
of general war and to induce the Soviet Union to live up to its
obligations under the Charter of the United Nations.
National Intelllgence Estlmate (NIE) 64, Part II. This estimate dealt wlth
“Probable Soviet Bloc Courses of Actlon through Mid-19St” and was published
several months prlor to Stalln’s death. However, the maln llnes of Sovlet
actlon aremot llkely to change substantially, despite tactical shlfk
** NIE-64, Part 11, paragraph 2. Its polftlcsl warfare technlques lnclude “pOUtlcal and economlc pressure, dlplomatlc actlon In the UN and elsewhere,
propaganda and front actlvitles, the actlon of communlst patties and communlst-party-controlled trade unions outslde the Bloc, sabotage. exploltatlon
of subverslve and revolutlonary movements and of clvil ward, and psychological warfarb.“ Because I t le not subject to the px’t?s~tWeof public oplnfon
and can control the Bow o! lnformatlon to the subject peoplee, the Sovlet
system has a freer hand in political warfare than have free socletles.
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A basic feature 6f the conflict -one that underlies and largely
determines the conduct of the struggle -is that it is a conflict
between coalitions, the one an imposed coalition dominated by
the Kremlin, the other a voluntary coalition led by the United
States., It is of transcendent importance that the American
people understand this and also the corollary fact that the
security of the United States cannot be achieved in isolation.*
Several important countries in the free world are as yet uncommitted; and as neither the Soviet Union nor the United States can
alone gain the power position required to make significant progress toward its objectives, the conflict will probably be mast intense in the areas which lie between these two poles of great
power. The Kremlin will intensify its efforts to isolate the United
States and to promote dissension within and between members of
the free coalition and also attempt to exploit the weaknesses and
gain control of other non-communist countries. In order to
make the free world invulnerable to such efports, and to reduce
and retract Soviet power and influence, the United States must
seek to strengthen the existing coalition, to win new allies and
to And and exploit weaknesses in the Soviet system.
See Chapter Eight.
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Chapter Two

THE SOVIET DRIVE FOR WORLD DOMINATION
An understanding of the main elements of Soviet strength and
weakness and of the main lines of Soviet attack is basic to the
improvement of the United States organization for and conduct
of the conflict with the Soviet system.

I

Strengths
Political System

The key to Soviet strength is the tightly organized political
system which permits the effective manipulation of Soviet resources in pursuit of the basic objective of world domination. It

presents, the classic advantages of a tyrannical system: the
ability to conduct its affairs with a minimum regard for public
opinion, the lack of moral constraint in its choice of means to
implement its policies, the power to speak with one voice in its
public declarations while following contradictory courses of
action.
The Soviet Union has additional advantages'deriving from its
geogriphical situation and resources, it8 system of government,
and its internal policies. It has great maneuverability; it can
advance, hold, or draw back as circumstances dictate. It is
able to devise a strategic plan, keep it secret, and adhere to it,
at the same time springing tactical surprises and taking tactical
advantage of any opportunities which arise. A free society,
which needs wide understanding and support for its policies,
cannot match it in these respects, '
The economic structure of the country, and in large measure of
the satellites as well, is so centralized that the government can
determine with great precision the proportion of the gross national product which is to be devoted to military requirements
and capital investment. The degree of internal control which
the regime possesses is so great that it is able effectively to isolate
its populations from all but the most limited &tact with the
outside wofld. The whole system is tightly controlled b.y a single
Political party which brooks no opposition and in which absolute
Power rests in the hands of one man surrounded by a small group
at the top. Unless conflicts arise within the group, the prospects
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for weakening the system from with n are remote. A significant
element of strength which derives from the nature of the systemis that the Soviet rulers have the ability to employ the satellites
for aggressive purposes with minimum involvement of the power
and prestige of the Soviet Union.
Economic Factors
The ability of these rulers to control the Soviet economy,.
together with the fact that the economies of the free nations tend
to be highly responsive t;O the state of international relations, is
a factor of Soviet strength. To the extent that the Soviet rulers
can alternately provoke the free nations to undertake large preparedness programs and induce them to relax these preparations,
they can introduce a major unstabilizing factor into the economies of the free nations while maintaining the Soviet economy on
substantially a war footing.
The Soviet'system is rapidly expanding its economic base. In
1952 its gross national product-was about one-third that of the
member states of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. In
the same year, the gross national product of the system was more
than one-third above pre-war, and by 1957 it is estimated that it
will be from 00 to 100 per cent above pre-war. This is a very
rapid rate of economic growth, and unless there is a drastdc
change in Western economic progress,:therate will almost certainly remain higher than that of the United States or any other great
power, except possibly West Germany. If this rate of increase
continues, the Soviet system could eventually overtake the western states, but probably not within a generation. During the
next few years the absolute increase in prodaction in the NATO
states may continue to be greater than the increase in the Soviet
system.
The Soviet Union has been diverting a much larger proportion
of its totaLoutput to military purposes and to expansion of industrial facilities than has any Western state; nevertheless, the output of Soviet consumer goods will probably increase by one-fourth
to one-third by 1957. Soviet industrial production will probably
expand by 40 to 50 per cent during the next four years; although
this rate is more than twice that of the United States, the Soviet
base is so much smaller that the United States will retain a substintid margin of superiority.
With the growth of its industrial potential the SovieLUnion
will be better prepared in three or four years to survive an atomic
along conventional lines
athck or to support a major -'effort
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than it is now. If general war is avoided, the major significance
of its rate of economic growth will lie in the strengthening of.
Soviet political warfare capabilities. A steady improvement
in living standards would have important political consequences
in the free world. The rate of economic growth of the satellites
and Communist China, though it will be slower than that of the
SovietUnion,will probably be comparable."
Military Factors
The military strength of the Soviet system and the ability of
its rulers to threaten the use of military force to achieve their
objectives are potent factors in its political warfme capabilities.
The Sovietsystem now has a significantquantitative superiority
over the Western Powers in standing and reserve forces and in
conventionalground and air armament. The size of the standing
forces,including those of Communist China, will probably not be
appreciably increyed by 1957 above the present level of about 9
million men. The estimated present strength' of the system's
air forces is about 21,500 aircraft, including 8,600 jet fighters; by
1957, the total will probably be 26,000 aircraft, including 10,000
jet fighters. The number of long-range submarines will probsbIy increase by 1957 from 106 to 175. The cumulat.he Soviet
stockpile of atomic weapons (30 to 100 kiloton yield) is estimated
to be 120 in mid-1953 and is tentatively projected to be 500 in
mid-1957, by which time the Soviet Union will also have more
and better long-range bomber &raft.
The estimates of the
atomic stockpile may be too high or too low,but there will probably be not less than 80 weapons in mid-1953 and not more than
1,000 in mid-1957. The over-all effectivenessof the ground, naval
and air forces of the system will almost certainly continue to
improve during the intervening period.
Soviet scientific and technical Capabilities have increased
rapidly since World War 11, and the Soviet Union will doubtless
continue to devote a higher proportion of these capabilities to
military purposes than the West: The Committee believes that
the estimates of Soviet atomic capabilities are of special significance in light of the vulnerability of the United States to attack,
85 shown in the report of Project East River.
Internu2 Securitg
The security arrangements in the Soviet system constitute an
essential
-- strength on the one hand and evidenceof great weakness
(

'The matedal In thb Bectfon on Rovlet etrengtha is largely drawn from
corresponding sectlona of NIE-65, dated June 16,1853.
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on the other. They provide the force required to protect the position of the party leadership and they are also a measure of the
regime’s fear of the latent strength of opposition and resistance
in the population.
A totalitarian state can permit no internal oppodaon and requires a reliable instrumentality of repression to en?orce its Wiu
A powerful and ubiquitous secret police provides such an fnstrumentality. Under the present regime the internal Security forces
perform a variety of functions. Their foremost responsibility is
to ensure the personatl safety of the men in the Kremlin. They
are expected to deal ruthlessly with all forms of opposition to
the regime; in the past they were successful to the point where
public expression of disagreement with government policies had
almost disappeared, Recent outbreaks in Czechoslovakia and
East C3ermany show, however, that all resistance has not yet been
suppressed.
Another function of the internal security forces is to maintain
the degree of control over the satellites which Moscow desires.
In the governments established in eastern Europe after the war,
which were usually labeled “govenunents of national unity” and
were actually coalitions, the Kremlin always made certain that
the Minister of Interior was a communist, thereby ensuring con- .
trol of the police. From thi$ vantage point, Russian advisers,
usually themselves members of the Soviet MVD, were introduced
into key positions in the satellite regimes until full Moscow control could be established and maintained.
Finally, the internal security forces are charged with the task
of maintaining the inviolability of the Soviet frontiers. A similar
function is performed by the police organizations in each of the
satellites. The resulting “Iron Curtain” is so impenetrable that
residents of the countries of the Soviet system are effectively
cut off from any type of contact with the outside world. Contact within the system itself is not appreciably easier. Travel
between the Soviet Union and its satellites is virtually nonexistent except on omcial business, while within the individual
countries internal passport control$, assignment to places of work
and limited transportation facilities make movement extremely
dimcult.
Although security arrangements of the magnitude needed for
these operations require forces numbering approximately one
million men in the &viet Union alone and constitute a substantial drain on manpower resources throughout the Soviet

‘
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ership for the maintenance of their power. As long as they preserve their present level of efiectiveness, they will constitute a
formidable obstacle to any efforts to penetrate the system and
establish contact with its people.
Political Warlare Capabilities”
The Soviet system has impressive political warfare capabilities
for use against the free world. On the assumption that the Soviet
rulers will seek to accomplish their objectives by means short of
general war, the problem of countering their efforts and of
developing an appropriate counteroffensive becomes of decisive
.imDortance.
A major weapon iri the Soviet drive for world domination is
the communist apparatus in the free world. The main instruments are the foreign communist parties. These are the central
rnechanfsrns for controlling and coordinating other activities,
such as the operations of “front” organizations, the infiltration
and manipulation of non-communist organizations, the penetration of governments, and. the preparation of secret groups for
violent action. Wherever possible, the communist parties also
attempt to advance their purposes by participation in political
activities as legal parties. This line was strongly emphasized
by Staiin in his concluding speech to the 19th Commtidst Party
Congress in October, 1952.
The membership of the foreign comsiunist parties reached a
peak of about dx million in 1948 and has since steadily decked to
about three and one half million. This trend wm reversed in
recent elections in France and Italy. Membemhip h any event
is not an accurate indication of the threat posed by these parties.
The communists haye proved that numbers are less important
than discipline, direction and the penetra~onand control of key
points.
A second weapon’of major importance in the drive for world
domination is the communist ideology. This ideology despite
all the evidence of the realities of life in the Soviet system still
has a signillcant appeal to many people outside the system.
Most of the recruits are people who believe that they are
Underprivileged, discriminated against and exploited, and whose
religious faith or loyalty to existing institutions has been weakened or broken. The ideology also attracts many opportunists
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For a more complete descrlptton of the polltlcal warfare capablllttes of the
Sovlet system, see NIE-65.
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who believe that the expansion of communism cannot be stopped
and that power and position will be the rewards of those who
assist the expansion. The importance of its intellectual and
national appeal, especially in Asia and Africa, should not be underestimated. In part, this appeal derives from the association
of the colonial heritage with capitalist exploitation. It also derives from the desire for economic development and the belief
that communism has made possible the Soviet Union's rapid economic growth.
The foreign communist parties have sought, often with much
success, to identify themselves, according to local conditions, as
the working class party, the anti-imperialistic party or the antidiscrimination party. The Soviet Union has moved to exploit
discontent through its foreign communist apparatus. Its readiness to create conditions of anarchy as a preliminary to seizing
power b in itself an important advantage in the conflict.
Weaknesses

The Foreign Communist Apparatus
At this stage of the conflict the most vulnerable point in the
world communist movement is its apparatus in the free world.
In fighting this apparatus the policies and programs of the United
States are of primary importance. These include programs of
economic and military assistance, cooperation for mutual security, support .of the United Nations, resistance to communist
aggression in Korea, support of resistance by others in Indochina
and Malaya and support of the European Defense Community
and the Schuman Plan. These policies and programs have been
and can be effectively supplemented by political warfare operations. By helping to expose the true nature of communist activities, by penetrating, undermining and dividing the foreign apparatus and by hampering its access to funds, the basic weakness
of the apparatus can be exploited: that it is subservient to the
Kremlin and employed as an instrument of conquest and domination. The decline of communist party strength in Western
Europe, the Philippines and in other countries indicates what
can b accomplishedby a combinationof constructive policies and
political warfare.

\

The Communist Record
The gap between communist ideology and Soviet practice is
also a source of weakness. An important task of political war-
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fare is to call attention to this gap aad to make more and more
apparent, especially to the largely uncommitted peoples of free
Asia, that the Soviet Union is an aggressive power seeking t0
dominate them, and that its system, far from being superior,
cannot stand free and open comparison with other Societies.
The failure of communist regimes t0 live up to their promis&
is a major weakness which should be exploited by United States
political warfare. The failure to produce the extra bowl of rice,
or to carry through a satisfactory land reform program, or to
meet the many speciflc desires and remedy the many apeciffc
grievances of the kubject peoples is highly important material
for political warfare, not only within the communist countries
but also in the free nations in which communism 161 making
headway.

Internut Weaknesses
.
Probably the most serious internal weakness Ues in the basic
character of a totalitarian society. Because this form of social
organization involves the concentration of power in the hands of
one ma& it tends to be inflexible in the execution of his orders
and dependent on his personal capabilities. The Soviet system
produced striking successes under Stalin; it may be f a r weaker
under his successoror successors. .
There may now be a genuine effort to govern by committee.
Should it succeed, this would itself be indicative of a highly dgnificant change in the Soviet system. It is more likely that at
present there is an uneasy balance of power at the top level of
the regime and that a struggle for power will go on, even if it
results in some weakening of Soviet power, until Malenkov or
someone else has established a dominant position. This struggle
will be waged in an atmosphere of suspicion and rivalry.
The present Soviet regime may desire a period of relaxation
of international tensions while it consolidates its position.* A
relaxation of tensions may also represent only a shift in Soviet
policy along the lines indicated by Stalin-as the best means of
weakening and breaking up the free world coalition.
The relationship between the Soviet regime and the satellites
and Communist China is another source of weakness. Soviet
Both Lenln and Btalln, at times when they were prebccupled wlth tho problems of consolldatlng thelr Internal posltlons, appeased the &Met people by
varlous polltical and econornlc measures and. ale0 attempted to lmprove their
relations wlth the outslde world.
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exploitation has created resentments among the captive peoples.
Satellite rulers maintain themselves in power only by force and .
are dependent on the support of the Kremlin. A struggle for
power in the Kremlin may make it dimcult for the Soviet regime
to act promptly and decisively toward the satellites and there
may be corresponding struggles within these countries. As a
result, opportunities may arise for satellites to break away from
the Kremlin, though this would seem unlikely before an internal
Kremlin conflict had reached an advanced stage.
Communist China appears to have more the position of ally
than satellite.* The alliance has probably been advantageous
to each partner. There are deep and historic conflicts of inkrest,
however, which might in time lead to open rivalry. The Soviet
rulers will attempt to gain domination over Communist China
because of concern over its present capabilities for independent
action. The Chinese Communist regime is almost certain to
resist Soviet efforts to reduce it politically and economically to
satellite status; moreover, Ma0 Tse-tung may now regard himself as the independent leader of the communist movement in
Asia and may be reluctant to take directions from the new Soviet
rulers.
, Despite these latent sources of conflict, the Chinese Communists probably attach great importance to mainta.iningthe SinoSoviet alliance and may be willing to make some sacrifices to
accommodate their aspirations to'Soviet policies. There is small
likelihood that a split will develop between them in the near
future. It also seems unlikelv that the regime can be overthrown
from within by popular resisknce, even pdith such covert support
as might be provided.
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T h e attitude of the Russian and satellite peoples toward mew
rulers is another major weakness, especially in times of crisis.
Millions of Soviet citizens were ready, for example, to regard the
Germans as liberators in World War II. The suppression of
religion is an important source of discontent, especially in the
satellite countries. The latge-scale *e of terror and of slave
labor is also a divisive force within the Soviet system. There may .
not be opportunities to exploit this situation within the Soviet
system by means short of war so long 85 the present mleq hold
the loyalty of the internal security and armed forces. However,
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the attitude of the regime toward religion and the use of terror
and of slave labor are elements of weakness which can be h e d to
discredit the Soviet system in many countries in the free world.
Finally, although the Soviet system is developing its economic
base rapidly, it is still far inferior in this field to the free nations.
It is known that Stalin attached great importance to the economic
disparity between the United States and the Soviet Union,
regarding it as a factor of perhaps decisive importance. I’he
new regime probably shares this view and clearly intends to
maintafn the rate of economic growth. The Western Powers
have been trying to slow down the increase in Soviet military
potential by restrictions on trade. New opportunities to build up
these pressures may arise, but it is doubtful whether additional
restrictions could materially reduce the rate of Soviet economic
growth. ‘ Efforts to intensify these restrictions may well be
resisted by allied countries who regard them as harmful to their
own economic interests.
The Soviet economy is already severely strained by the present
demands upon it and has much smaller margins within which
it could expand its military strength than the Western Powers.
It also has the weaknesses inherent in a totally planned economy.
Although such an economy can achieve a high rate of growth, it
lacks t& flexibility, resilience, and initiative of a free economy.
Main Lines of Soviet Effort*

. .
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Within the System
Within the Soviet system there will continue to be great
emphasisupon the expansion of productive capacity,especially in
those industries basic to industrial growth and to military production; upon the enlargement of the atomic stockpile and the
improvement of means of delivery; upon the strengthening of
Soviet defenses, particularly against air attack; upon the integration of the European satellites and the strengthening of
their internal security. The regime’s principal preoccupation,
however, is likely to be the problem of the succession to Stalin.
An intense struggle for power is possible. The United States
and its allies should exploit this situation, particularly by confronting the regime with difficult policy choices.
--s-,

In thls sectlon the Commlttee ha8 relled heavily on NIE-64, Part If.
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The Soviet rulers will certainly continue their effort to undermine and destroy the non-communist world by political warfare.
They may be prepared to bring about some relaxation of international tensions. They probably will make no major concessions
such as the reduction or withdrawal of Sovet power and influence
from areas where it is now established. In fact, a state of international tension and of hostility toward the outside world is
probably necessary to justify the imposition of the totalitarian
police system on the Soviet people. The regime will be unable
to live in genuine peace with the free nations so long as it must
maintain such controls over its own people.
Although it is of course impossible to foresee clearly how and
where the Soviet rulers will move and although it is likely that
they will be able to spring surprises in the future 85 in the past,
it seems probable that their objectives will remain constant.
Sharp changes in the tactics used in pursuit of &viet objectives
may occur, some of which may pose new and dimcult problems
for the United States. The following princips,l lines of Soviet
action are based on the best available government estimates, however, and it is believed that they will not be substantially modified.
With the exceptions of Southeast Asia and Iran,world conditions axe not now favorable for successful communist armed
revolts; and there appear to be no significant areas which the
communists can hope to bring into the system by armed aggression without incurring serious risk of general war. The Kremltn
may be expected to rely upon other methods. Foreign communist parties will seek to exploit neutralist, nationalist, racial and
anti-American sentiments and to stimulate demands for more
extensiveEast-West trade.
In Western Europe, the principal lines of Soviet attack will be
designed to prevent or delay Western European uniflcation and
rearmament, to use economic pressures and inducements and
other political means to gain control of Germany and to divide
the United States and its NATO allies. The several communist
parties in Western Europe will be used t o further all of these purposes. The present political strength of these parties, however,
ihdicates that in the immediatefuture their capabilitiesto achieve
their objectiveswill be limited.
. In Asia, the principal lines of communistattack will be designed
to strengthen communist organizations, to weaken Asian ties

.

with the West and to exploit Asian neutralism and anti-colonial:
ism; to use the Viet Minh to expel the French from Indochina, but
without that direct support or participation which would risk a
wide extension of the war; to use economic pressures and inducements and other means of political warfare to increase cornmunist influence in Japan; to achieve a truce without major concessions in Korea and to use a post-truce political conference to
make progress toward the foregoing objectives. During the last
year, however, an increasing awareness of the communist threat
has been shown by Asian leaders, especially in India.
Throughout the Middle East and Africa, the Kremlin is likely
to conduct an increasingly active political warfare campaign, the
first goal being a Tudeh victory in Iran. Up to now, however,
the communist parties in the area have been able to conclude
working arrangements with nationalist forces in no country except possibly Iran.
In Latin America, the Kremlin will give the major part of its
attention to building up and strengthening its organization and
to fomenting hatred of the United States as a means of weakening
the inter-American system.
In suxnmary, we expect an intensification of Soviet political
warfare during the period ivediately ahead. We believe, however, that the Kremlin will avoid initiatives involving serious
risk of general war, especially since it may hope to make additional gains by political warfare methods without such dsk.

,

chapter Three

THE UNITED STATES PROGRAM FOR WORLD ORDEB
Only the collective strength and determhation of the free
world, under United States leadership, can eventually overcome
the challenge we have.just described. Only if the fret! world gains
and maintains a power position which the Soviet Union cannot
safely challenge would it be possible to bring pressures on the
Soviet system which would lead to a reduction and retraction of
its power and influence and eventually to a change in the m t w e
of the Soviet system. To do this successfully, however, it will be
necessary for the United States and its U e s not only to agree on
general objectives but also to develop and carry out common policies consistent with these objectives. In the past there has often
been a discrepancy between the actions necessary to 8ccomp118h
agreed objectives and the specific COLUWS of action undertaken.
Political warfare is an instrument 00 national policy by which
'pressures can be applied. Its employment should always be
adjusted to the needs of foreign policy. The best way of affecting Soviet behavior is to confront the Kremlin with dffacult
choices on matters of great importance. Political warfare should
be designed to bring pressure on the regime to choose a course
favorable to United States interests by demomtrating in appropriate ways the advantages of such a Uecision to-theSoviet regime
. and the disadvantages of a different one.
This principle -demonstrating to others their self-interest in
decisions which the United States wishes them to make -is generally applicable in political warfare. Decisions are made only
in situations where there is a choice, and the aim is to present
alternatives, both to allies and enemies, in such a way that the
one favorable to United States interests seems desirable in terms
of the self-interest of those who have the power of decision.
On the basis of the analysis presented in Chapters One and
Two, the United State$ and allied and friendly nations face
the prospect of a protracted conflict With the Soviet system. The
United States cannot at present reasonably .anticipate the collapse or drastic alteration of that system from either internal or
external causes. The policies'of the United States should be
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planned to maximize the chance of collapse, but it cannot be
safely assumed that this result can be produced €or many years
even by the best efforts of the free nations. The United States
must place ita chief reliance on strengthening the free world,
while maintaining pressures on the Soviet system.
In considering the conduct of national security policies and
the role and contribution of political warfaxe, the Committee has
examined the program for world order within which political
warfare plays its part. This program is not a detailed blueprint,
but a set of policies which, although the ultimate objective is
constant, must be adapted to changes in the international situation. We recognize that these policies are now being reviewed
and revised. The essential objectives, however, will not be
changed. In this chapter consideration is given first to the
elements of free world strength which should be developed and
to the elements of weakness to be overcome. The second part
of the chapter presents an outline of the major. courses of action
by which the United States is seeking to build that position of
strength in the free world which is the necessary basis for weakening the Soviet system and for progress toward a peaceful world
order.

Strengths and Weaknesses

Economic Factors
The economic strength of the free nations is one of their most
important assets in the oonflict with the Soviet system. At
present, the ratio of the.gross national product of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization countries to that of the Soviet
system is about three to one. On the basis of the principal indices
to economic strength, such as the production of steel, aluminum,
coal, oil and electric power, the number of skilled workers, transportation, agricultural production, and so forth, the comparisons
are also favorable to the West.* In the event of atomic attack,
these margins of superiority could be of great importance,
for there would be undestroyed facilities** which, with proper
planning and preparation, could be reorganized to meet wartime
needs. The Soviet Union does not have such an economic
Cushion, although it is belie.ved to have large stockpiles of essential military items.
_2__

See Chapter Two, pages 7 and 8.
** For a more complete Consideration of thL subject, see NSC 146/1.
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The strength of the American system of free enterprise has
been proven in peace and war. Its flexibility, initiative and
resilience are qualities which a totally planned economy cahnot
match. Among the free nations, however, the economic vitality
of the United States is so great and taken so for granted that
complacency over its strength is a real danger. The rate of
econamic growth of the Soviet System is not fully appreciated.
The ability of its rulers arbitrarily to allocate icS resources for
military and related purposes, moreover, is not matched in peacetime by a comparable willingness of the free nations to use their
superior resources to similar effect.
The free world can maintain its present economic advantage
only if the magnitude of the Soviet effort is realized and determined steps are taken to remedy the economic weaknesses of the
free world. The United States has not yet successfully adjusted
to its position as a large and growing creditor, with the result
that the rest of the free world experiences a chronic dollar
shortage. Western Europe, on the other hand, has had great
difliculty in adjusting to its position as a debtor on international
account. Its principal problem is the unsatisfactorily slow rate
of economic growth. This problem makes it dimcult for these
countries to deal with inflationary pressures, military require-.
ments, various social and economic rigidities and demands for
improved living standards. The older industrial countries, particularly Germany and Japan, face increasingly diflicult problems of markets and saurces of supply. This latter fact, to which
Stalin drew attention in his address to the 19th Party Congress,
has great political significance.
The underdeveloped countries of Asia, Africa and (to a lesser
extent) Latin America are in political ferment which is, in phrt,
economic in origin. These countries need capital and technical
assistance to develop their natural resources. Communism will
continue to gain ground in these countries unless the peoples
learn that free institutions enable them to achieve more rapid
economic improvement. These difilculties could be overcome to
the mutual advantage of all. The United States needs the sources
of raw materials which can be built up in the underdeveloped
countries. In the process these countries will be enabled to buy

-,

problem is one of the most urgent tasks in a comtructive program
for world order.
Military Factors

free natianS
Although .the combined military Strength of
is essential to progress toward the principal objectives of a e free
world, United States military strength Is the vital factor. It is
the indispensable underpinning of the whole free world posftion.
A t present, the United States has approximately 3,600,000 men
under arms of whom about one-half are in the Asmy and Marine
corps, nearly onequarter in the Navy and a little more than
onequarter in the Air Force. About one-third.of its ready military strength is deployed in the Far East: about one-fourth in
Western Europe; most of the rest is stationed in the Western
Hemisphere. There are nine United States divisionsin Korea and
Japan and large supporting air forces in the Japan-RyukyuKorea area. The 7th Fleet is on duty in Far Eastern waters.
There are six United States divisions in Europe supported by
powerful air and naval forces. The 6th Fleet is on duty in the
Mediterranean, but there are no United States military forces
east of Suez.*
It is recognized that the ability of the United States to deter
local aggression will continue to depend upon a position of general
strength plus readiness to Counter local aggression by the rapid
deployment of forces to the scene of the trouble and the potential
aggressor’s awareness thereof. Although there has been a rapid
and continuing build-up of United States military strength since
1950, the weight of military commitments, particularly in Korea,
has created a situation in which it is estimated that the United
States “general military reserve is at present so small that the
use of any part of it would require its immediate reconstitution
either by further mobilization or by the redeployment of existing

I
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*NSC 141. Thfs paper warprepared In January-1953 by the Elecretsrfes of
State and Defense and the Dlrector for Mutual Becurlty of the last Admlnlstratlon. It has been conaldered by the NBC, but not approved by theNSC or
the President. The data cited refer OW to the United States and do not
lnclude other free world strength and are therefore not comparable with the
data In Chapter Two for the Sovlet system 88 a whole. Although the free natlons may approach approximate mllItary equality In numerical terms with
the Soviet system, thle cornparlaon is mlsleadlng because the force8of the free
natlom are mattered and not subject to cen-tral control and because there le
Inadequate strength in certain vltaI are88 adjoining the Boviet eyatem.
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forces now committed elsewhere.
This involves acute risks in
the cold war."*
It is also recognized that the ability of the United States to
deter general war will continue to depend in substantial measure
upon the acknowledged capability of the Unitkd States to deliver
an effective atomic offensive against the USSR under all fnreseeable conditions. In this regard, the United States is greatly increasing its own atomic strength and its development of the
thermonuclear weapon will further increase this power: "There
is every indication that the free world's present lead in numbers
and power of atomic and thermonuclear weapons will be increased and that the U.S.will continue to possess substaxitially
greater variety and flexibility of means in the delivery of .such

,
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seven or eight billion dollars worth of military end items should
be delivered to Europe by 1955. This should result in further ‘
pFogress in the development of effective forces, although Western
Europe will probably not by 1955have reached a security position
which would be adequate to assure its defense against a determined Soviet attack.
In the Far East, the United States military aim is to make the
off-shoreislaad chain secure at minimum cost and to resist communist aggression on the mainland of Asia. The South Korean
army has now been raised to 16 active divisions and a further
build-up is planned. The United States is continuing to assist
in developing the military capabilities of the Chinese Nationalists,'
but Formosa could not now be defended against a determined
Chinese Communist attack without substantial United States
participation. The United States is giving further impetus to
the development of Vietnamese forces, but it is doubtful whether
Indochina could be defended against a large-scale Chinese Communist attack unless several Western divisions were securely
placed in the area prior to the attack.
Potentially, Japan can again be a major military factor in the
Far East. With United States assistance, the Japanese have
planned a 10-division ground force and a small air force, but for
many internal reasons, including the explicit prohibition against
rearmament in the Japanese Constitution, the development of
these forces will probably be slow. In general, the strength of .
local and Western forces in the Far East, with the exception of
Korea, is not in proportion to the dimensions of the military
threat. There is very little local or Western military strength in
the Middle East.
We recognize that these estimates are not wholly up-to-date,
that they are not based on a thorough net estimate and that ways
may be found to use the military strength of the free nations
more effectively. Relative military capabilities are, however, a
most important factor in calculating the risks involved in political warfare offensives against the Soviet system and in determining the degree of risk which the United States can prudently
accept. f i e immediate problem is the prevention of further
soviet territorial expansion, particularly in the Middle East and
SoutheastAsia where there is serious danger of continued deterioration of the free world’s position. This danger derives in part
from the military weakness of the free nations in these areas.
*
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Political Factors

There is today a degree of cooperation among the free nationswhich is altogcther unprecedented except in time of general war.
This cooperation finds its expression in the United Nations, in
NATO, in the Inter-American system,in the Pacific pacts, and
in various economic programs. Nevertheless, the economic
strains, the burden of military requirements and the longcontinued political tensions between the Soviet system and the
free nations and between the free nations themselves, are producing arl unhealthy political climate in the free world. The
conflicts of interest are manifest in the French reluctahce to
grant Western Germany a position of equality, the Arab-Israeli
tensions, the Anglo-Egyptian dmculties, and the deteriorating
relationships between the United Kingdom and France on the one
hand, and their dependencies or former dependencies in the Middle East, Asia, and Africa on the other hand. In general, the free
nations, because they are free, me necessarily more open to communist penetration and subversion than the Spviet system is to
Western political warfare.*
Courses of Action

The objectives of the United States were. discussed in Chapter
One and can be summarized as: (1) the security of the United
States; (2) a peaceful world order of free nations and (3) a substantial relative reduction of Soviet capabilities or a basic change
in Soviet objectives. The possibility of war involving large numbers of atomic bombs has .becomeso appalling that the importance
of avoiding it imposes drastic limitations on the policies by which
the United States seeks to make progress toward these objectives.
The United States will fight a general war if this becomes essential to the survival of the United States and the free world. But
recognizing as the President has said, that the only way to win a
third World War is to avoid it, the United States will attempt to
conduct itself so that general war can be avoided while it moves
toward its objectives.
Further expansion of the Soviet system would’risk the creation
of a situation in which no adequate free coalition could be assernbled. Therefore, the flrst task of United States policy is to prevent such expansion. This will involve continuous efforts to
strengthen the military power, political unity, and the economies
*.ThepolItlcal strengths and weaknesses of the free world are discussed more
fully below in descrlblng courses of actlon wlth respect to indiddual areas.
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of the free nations. Only the ability to accomplish this will
provide the basis for efforts to bring about the retraction and
reduction of Soviet power and influence and eventually a change
in the nature of the Soviet system.
A t present, the United States and its allies may not have the
capability to prevent by local action the further expansion of the
Soviet system at various points which are under attack or threatened, notably in the Middle East and Southeast Asia. The United
States and other free nations may, therefore, And themselves dependent on the threat of general war to deter Soviet expansion
into such areas.
If the United States is to retain the freedom of action necessary
to meet and counter Soviet threats and to make progress toward
its own objectives, it must possess, in conjunction with its allies
(1) the military strength required to win local conflicts and
(2) the military strength necessary to prevail in the event of
general war. These two essential capabilities &e closely related.
The willingness to commit military force to local Conflicts will
depend in large measure upon United States readiness for general war. Without reasonable assurance of the capability to cope
with the consequences of general war, including attacks on the
United States, the concern of the American people for their own
security will limit the risks which the United States is willing to
accept. The desire of America's allies to limit their risks k already discernible. In light of the growing Soviet atomic capability, therefore, the development of more effective EL$ and civil
defenses at least for the continental United States may become a
precondition to continuing freedom of action.
In recognition of these basic facts the United States has undertaken large programs of military assistance to other countries,
is strengthening its alliances with other free nations and is developing its own military strength. Military programs, however, .
are not only very expensive but are, by themselves, inadequate.
It has become increasingly clear that the vulnerability of a country to direct or indirect aggression and its ability to resist them
are closely related to its underlying political, social, and economic.
health. For this reason, the United States is seeking, by a wide
of cooperative measures, to help the free world gain not
O d Y military strength but also moral, political and economic
strength. In places like Berlin, Korea, and other akeas where
direct comparison of conditions under free government and communist control can be readily made, it is especially important that

several countries where American companies have played a leading role in development projects. In (luatemals a pro-commu-
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problem of Indochina. Following a Korean truce, many of
these problems will come to a head in a post-armistice political
conference. Effective political influence will be tWRcult or impossible to exert until the United States has been able to formulate clear policies on many important issues.
If these immediate problems can be dealt with, there should
be signiflcant opportunities to develop strength in the Far East.
There, as in the Middle East, South Asia and &rim, where there
are also young nations seeking to develop their institutions and
strengthen their independence, the United States should be a
champion and defender of genuine independencemovements and
in general a progressive influence. These countries have gained
their independence largely 85 a result of the influence of the
United States on world affairs and many of them look largely to
the United States for the external support necessary to maintain
their freedom. For these reasons the United States must work
out stable patterns ai cooperation with them.

*

*

*

The United States program, as developed and modified by the
President and the National Security Council, is designed to build
growing strength and cohesion in the free world, so that the free
nations will have the unity of purpose and action, backed by

PART I1

Chapter Four
OPERATIONS AGAINST THE SOVIET SYSTEM

The various operations discussed in this Chapter are intended
to contribute primarily to a reduction of Soviet capabilities and
a retraction of Soviet power.:k Very little progress has been made
in this direction, and although research may develop new and
more effective techniques, these operations must be considered
unsuccessful to date. It may reasonably be asked whether these
operations serve a useful purpose, whether they m a y be conducted
more effectively with a view to making a greater contribution
toward the achievement of national objectives, or whether they
should be modified or abandoned. Each operation is examined
with these considerations in mind.
Because of the diversity of operations directed against the
Soviet system, it is not easy to present them as components in a
coordinated effort to accomplish the national objectives of the
United States. Lack of effective coordination partly explains
the failure to make progress. Instances have been cited, for example, in which different information agencies of the American
Government have extended support to the same foreign group,
thereby resulting in waste of government funds, confusion of
purpose, and, where some portion of the support was covert,
increased risk of exposure. The Committeehopes that its recommendations on questions of organization (Chapter Seven) will
help to remedy these defects.
In this ,chapter, operations against the Soviet system are
grouped under the following categories: radio operations; covert
resistance and paramilitary operations; the economicdenial program; psychological warfare activities under military auspices in
Korea; activities involving defectors and refugees from the Soviet
system; and electromagnetic warfare. The first four types of
activity concern operations which are either actually conducted
behind the Iron Curtain or are directed at targets behind the Iron
Curtain from outside bases. The Afth group includes various
activities which, while conducted outside the Iron Curtain and
See Chapter One, page 6 and Chapter Three, page 17.
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involving persons in the free world, are carried on because of the
impact which they may be expected to produce within the Soviet
system. The last subject, electromagnetic warfare, involves considerations of a special character.
Radio Operations
Radio broadcasts directed behind the Iron Curtain are of three
types: white, gray, and black. The first type consists of broadcasts made in the name of the American Government, such 8s the
Voice of America programs, or by an overtly supported station
such 85 RIAS (Radio in the American Sector of Berlin). The
second type includes broadcasts by stations which are overtly
supported by unofficial American organizations,but to which the
Government gives covert financial Support. Such stations are
Radio Liberation, supported by the American Committee for Liberation from Bolshevism, Inc., which now broadcasts to Soviet
occupation troops in Germany and Austria and to selected areas
in the Soviet Union; Radio Free Europe (RFE),supported by the
National Committee for a Free Europe, which broadcasts to the
Soviet satellites; and until recently Radio Free Asia (RFA),supported by the Committee for Free Asia, which has now ceased
broadcasts to Communist China The last, or black, category includes CIA supported clandestine stations which purport to speak
for groups inside the satellite countries.
In the interest of coordinated effort in the broadcasting fleld
and of preventing overlapping and duplication between the various types of facilities, it is important that there be a clear division of responsibility between these types of operations, particularly between white and gray. As a general rule, the Committee
recommends that the white media conflne themselves to the type
of programs for which the United States Governmentis prepared
to accept responsibility, and that all material not falling into this
Category be handled by gray or black stations. An exception to
this rule, however, should be made in the case of R I M which, bemuse of its close identification with the West Germans and its
unique position in Berlin, can successfully carry a hard-hitting
type of program which would not be advisable on a normal Unitedl
states Government channel.
This section discussesVOA and RIAS of the white media, Radio
tiberation, W E and RFA in the gray fleld, (togetherwith other
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Voice of America
Because of the variety of condieionS existing in v&rious parts
of the Soviet system, it would be misleading to discuss the question
of radio broadcasting to’the area as a whole. For the purposes
of this report the system is divided into three parts: the Soviet
Union, the eastern European satellites, and C o m m d t China.
The amounts budgeted for broadcasting to these three areas for
the flscal year 1953 are, respectively: $6,554,000; $4,132,000; and
$2,455,000; or a total of $13,141,000. This represents 63 per cent
of the total budgeted cost of VOA operations; the balance is allocated for broadcasting to the free world.
1. The Soviet Union
In its .most recent policy guidance the International Information Administration (IIA) sets forth the following objectives
for VOA broadcasts to the-SovietUnion:
“Objectives: 1) ‘Emphasizing to Soviet rulers and peoples the
reckless nature of Sov€etpolicy and its consequences; 2) establishing a reservoir of good will between the peoples of the USSR
. and those of the free world; 3) d
g the Soviet people conscious of and intensifying the conflicts and divergencies of interest which exist between them and their rulers; 4) providing
the people of the Soviet Unfon with accurate and full informa.;
tion of news and conditions in the United States and the free
These objectives represent the latest in a series of eflorts to
sharpen the tone of VOA’s Russian-language broadcasts and to
use VOA as an instrument of psychological warfare against ‘the
Soviet regime. When broadcasts to the Soviet Union were beguq
in 1947, emphasis w&s almost exclusively on the fourth objective
stated above, that is, to provide the Soviet people with accurate
news reports concerning the United States and the free world.
This original concept has been gradually abandoned as intemational tensions have mounted, but serious doubt remains whether
the more aggressive line now taken in Russian-language broadcasts is effective with Soviet listenqrs.
One of the handicaps under which Russian-language bradcasts have labored from the outset is the difficulty of devising
any practical method ‘of measuring audience reactions. The
programs themselves have been subject to severallimiting factors.
Principal among these are the scarcity of short-wave receivers, the personal risk incurred by listeners to VOA programs;
and the physical difllculty of reception aa a result of the int&sive
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jamming operations conducted by the Soviet Government (although new technical developments may permit this problem tu
be overcome).
In addition to these limiting factors, broadcasting to the Soviet
Union also involves the delicate political question of the nonRussian peoples of the Soviet Union. VOA broadcasts not only
in Russian but also in a number of minority languages. In
theory these broadcasts present the same type of material
wried on the Russian-language broadcasts and are not intended to encourage separatist tendencies. In practice the mere
existence of programs in these languages emanating from an omcia1 United States station is frequently interpreted by Soviet
propaganda and by Russians in the Soviet Union to mean that
this Government favors a policy of dismemberment. Furthermore,the content of programs in these obscure languages is dimcult to control. Finally,the problem of measuring audience reaction which exists in the case of the Russian-languageprograms
is compounded to the point where little or nothing in the way of
evaluation data is available for the minority language programs.
In view 'of the limitations on efPective broadcasting to the peoples of the Soviet Union and the inadequate data on audience
reaction, a serious doubt arises whether the United States Government should continue to devote resources on the present scale
to this operation -namely, almost one-third of the total VOA
budget. Tlie Committee believes that if its recommendationsare
approved, this proportion would automatically decline.
Even if a clear signal could be delivered to the Soviet listener,
it is dficult to envisage any positive results which could now be
achieved by provocative propaganda, and the risk of losing the
audience would be ever present. It is believed, therefore, that
VOA output to the Soviet Union should be modified in the following ways: *
(a) The basis for VOA output to the Soviet Union should be
objective, factual news reporting. It is as a source of truth and
informationabout world events that VOA has value for the Soviet
hstener. If a Soviet citizen listens to VOA outside the scope of his
O f k i a l duties, be must be presumed to do so in a serious effort to
Obtain news and information not otherwise available to him.
selection and treatment of news should be designed to present a
exposition of United States actions and policies, especially as
they affect the Soviet Union.
--22_

'see Chapter Flve for recsmmendatlons on VOA bmdcastg to the free world.
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(b) While straight news should
put, it should be supplemented by commentaries 'serving to interpret news events and to provide fuller explanations of United
States actions'and policies than would be apparent from the news
reports themselves.
(c) Although objectivity should be paramount, VOA output
should be forceful and direct both in tone and content. As official
relations with the Soviet Government are on a plain-speaking
basis, the same should be true of the United States informational
approach to the Soviet people.
(d) VOA should stress directness in its approach, but should
avoid a propagandist note. The fact that it is the official voice
of the United States Government argues for restraint and dignity
in its tone. All material intended for purposes of political warfare against the Soviet regime should be diverted to Radio Liberation or other non-ofilcial stations.
(e) While programs of the type suggested above might be
broadcast in one or two of the principal minority languages, it is
felt that American objectives will not be furthered by expanding
this program and it is suggested that serious consideration be
given to reducing the number currently in use.
In the event of war, radio will be a political warfare weapon of
major importance, especially in the initial p&e. It is essential,
therefore, that the facilitiesand personnel available to the United
States not be reduced to the point where it would be difRcult or
impossible to respond to the exigencies of a war situation."
2. The Eastern European Satellites
The objectives of VOA in eastern Europe as set forth h I I A
guidanceare the following:
"Objecttves: 1. To maintain hope and prevent demoralization
under the weight of Soviet oppression by (a) providing continuing evidence of United States and free world concern for their
fate; (b) emphasizing growing western strength; (c) reiterating our faith in their eventual liberation; (d) expressing our
belief that the Soviet-dominated order will not meet the test
of history.
"2. To resist the inroads of Sovietization, particularly of satellite youth, by articulating the national and re'
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for communication to Soviet occupation troops. We believe that
Russian-language programs could be broadcast by RTAS without
materially diminishing the impact on its east German audience,
and it is recommended that such broadcasts be given serious
consideration.
The American Committee for Liberation .from Bolshevism, Inc.

I

This Committee was founded in 1951for the purpose of attempting to utilize the forcesofthe Soviet emigration against the Soviet
regime. The Committee is under CIA sponsorship and guidance,
and has not attempted to raise funds publicly, wbich wouldassist
in providing plausible cover for its activities. Policy has’been
determined in dose coordination with the Department of State.
The American Committee has assumed that the most effective
propaganda against the Soviet regime can be conducted by former
Soviet nationals speaking in the name of a united emigration.
Proceeding on this assumption,’a great deal of time and effort
has been expended in attempting to bring together in one political
center the diverse political groups existing in the emigration,
which themselves have no leader of recognized s&ture.
The difficulties in the way of accomplishing thls a h am twofold: first, the extreme hatility existing between areat Russian
groups and those composed of the various’ non-Russian peoples
of the Soviet Union; and second, basic political differencesbetween
Marxist and non-Marxist elements in the emigration, regardless
of nationality. After long and arduous negotiations, agreement
was finally reached inOctober, 1952, for the fomation of a coordinating center composed of four Great Russian and five nationality groups. The entire right wing of the Great Russian emigration and such important minority groups as the Ukrainians
and Belorussians have thus fax held aloof.
It is the declared purpose of the American Committee to.proceed with propaganda activities utilizing the present cmrdhatin6
center, and to attempt gradually to broaden the base of the center
by the inclusion of additional groups as Circumstances permit.
Activities of the center include Rsdio Liberation, a Russian:
language station which went on the ah from Munich on March
1, 1953, broadcasting initially to Soviet occupation forces in Gtermany and Austria, and a Russian Institute intended to utillze
the knowledge and skills present in the emigration for research
on the Soviet Union. A newspaper, addressed primarily to the

.
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Soviet emigration and published in the name of the coordinating
center, is planned.
* was allotted for supIn the fiscal year 1953 $
port of this project. Of this Agure $
was for
for the'conduct of the
mdio Liberation and $
other activities of the Committee. Ninety-& Americans and
218 aliens were employed.
The results to date have not been noteworthy. Undoubtedly
more rapid progress could have been made if the idea of a political
center had been abandoned and activities on the RF'E pattern
begun without regard to political considerations. From the outset there have been many advocates of such a course who
argued that the whole history of the Russian emigration since
1917 has demonstrated the futility of attempting to persuade its
diffuse elements to coalesce in a common undertaking. The
prevailing view, however, has been that the psphological impact
of a united voice of the Soviet emigration would so much outweigh
that of a station under transparent foreign control that the time
and effort expended on the formation of a coordinating center
were justifled.
In a situation short of war the project can probably make its
greatest contribution by de-emphasizing its political activities
and devoting its major effort to the improvement of broadcasts
from Radio Liberation. This Station should use Soviet emigres
in an effort to weaken the Soviet regime and should 'concentrate
on the Soviet military, government omcials, and other groups in
the population which harbor major grievancesagainst the regime.
Present plans call for the provision of new transmitting facilities
in Spain. It is important that these or other facilities be developed in order to enable Radio Liberation to reach a wide audlence
within the Soviet Union.
Pending a Anal determination of its effectiveness, we believe
that the activities of the American Committee should be cantinued. Because results can be expected in the immediate future
only from broadcasting, however, it is recommended that major
attention should be concentrated on Radio Liberation. Expen&
tures on the coordinating center can be reduced but should be
maintained at a level adequate to keep the organization in being,

-

Figures lu thls and subsequent chapters have been omltted 'at the request
of the Dfrector of Central Intelligence In all coplea of thb report except the
Presldent'a copy. Number 1. The figures will be funrlshed by the Director OS
Central Intelligence If requtred.
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Certain specificproblems arise in connection with NCFE activities, particularly RF'E. There is fist the question of cover. It
has been suggested that, because the present cover has worfi thin,
RFEs omcial connections be freely admitted. Such B course,

although the two organizations hav;! joined in the Crusade for
Freedom in appealing for public.support, CFA difPers from NCFE
in that its activities are directed primarily to the fret?countries of
Asia rather than behind the Iron Curtain. In its work in these
countries CFA operates on the concept that a private organhation, particuiarly in Asia,can accomplish results which an @&l
agency by Its very nature cannot. It presupposes that the more
it obscures its American label the more effective it will be. It
seeks to foster among Asian peoples a sense of their importance
as individuals, to develop in A s k a community of interest in
resisting Bomrnunism, and to encourage and promote native
leadership of activities which will strengthen freedom. In working toward these. objectives CFA encourages individuals and
groups to act in their own right as Asians, in Asiah self-interest,
for Asian objectives.
In May. 1951. Radio Free Asia IRFA) went on the air shortwave over leased facilities'in three Chinese dialects and English.
Surveys revealed that on the Chinese mainland the audience
was restricted to government ofRcids and others specifically authorized to listen to short-wave broadcasts.* Because of this
situation RFA concentrated on the overseas Chinese audience in
Southeast Asia. This audience was not thought to justify the
expense of the program and it wm 'nkently decided to .discontinue RFA entirely. The amount allocated for the operation of
RFA in the fiscal year 1953 was $
The other activities of CFA, which are directed almost entirely
toward the free countries of Southeast Asia and Japan, are discussed in Chapter Five.
In the future, United States broadcasts to the Chinese mainland will be limited to those emanating from VOA and from a
station on Formosa operated by the China Broadcasting Company. Assistance is being given to increase the power of this
station, and CFA will provide technical advice to improve the
quality of the programs.
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Economic Denial Program
Another phase of operations against the Soviet system is the
economic denial prograrp by which the volume of strategic materials exported to the Soviet system from the free world has been
subsfantially reduced.
Xn order to limit the war potential of the Soviet system and to
increase its economic difllculties, the United States has for the
past several years been engaged in an extensive program “to
prevent the flowto countries supporting the Communist imperialist aggression of those materiais, goods, funds, and serviceswhich
would serve materially to aid their ability to carry on such aggression.”* Under this program, there has been a complete embargo
on arms, ammunition, implements of war, and atomic energy
materials. There has also been an embargo with certain exceptions on industrial ahd transportation materials of primary
strategic 8igniAca;nce. Additional items are added to the embargo list as agreement is achieved among the free nations.**
It is believed that the soviet military build-up has been slowed
by the denial program. A recent anaJysis*** of the economic consequences of a complete severance of East-West trade concluded
that the amount of commerce still carried on between the Soviet
system and the West is so W l in relation to the total productiv6capability of either side that its severance could not have a dgniAcant efPect on the general level of economic activity of either
the system or the West. Thh estimate also concludes that, with
the possible exception of natural rubber and electronic tubes and
components, the Soviet system would be capable of replacing,
within about four years, all goods presently imported from the
West.
The Committee understands that the Planning Board of NSC
has been directed to review the entire denial program and submit
recommendations to the Council in the near future. In the light
of this current NSC review, the Committee has not attempted to
arrive at independent conclusions-concerning, the strategic importance ob the program or its potential contribution to the
United States effort against the Soviet system.

-
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Letter from the Pwsident to the Secretary of State dated December 28, 1960,
reproduced In N8C lo1 dated February 12,1981, pp. 1-2,
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Psychological Warfare Operations Under
Military Auspices in Korea
The Committee has not made.a careful study of the conduct of
psychological warfare operations in the Korean military theatre.
Evidence seems to indicate that these operations have not been
very successful and we recommend that a study of the problem be
made by the appropriate departments or agencies as directed by
the NSC. Such a study should include an examhation of United
States policy with respect to prfsoners of war.
*

j
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Defector, Refugee and Related Activities

In contrast to operations aimed at penetrating ,the Soviet sys-'
tern which have been discussed in the preceding sections, the
activities considered in this section, with the eFeption of the
initiaI phases of defector inducement, are of such a nature that
the Soviet Union is not in a position to interfere materially with
their conduct. These activities, which include defector induce-.
ment, the formation of a volunteer freedom corps, training of
future leaders from the ranks of the emigration, and meamres
for the care and r-ttlement of refugees from countries behind
the Iron Curtain, can be supported to whatever degree the United
States Government is willing to provide the necessary fuhda
NCFE and various private organizations are now engaged in some
activitiesof this kind.
Defector Inducement
For some tfme effortshave been made to stimulate the flow of'
defectors from the Soviet Union and the satellites to the West,
particularly individuals occupying key positions in the Commu- ,
nist Party apparatus. However, between February 1951, and December 1952, only 24 &viet citizens in all defected to American
authorities in West,Germany. During the same period there
were 53 high-level satellite defectors, representing only a small
proportion of total satellite defections. Almost without exception these defectors were motivated by personal reasons and did
not leave their countries as a result of Gducement operations.
If a high degree of tension in relations between the Soviet .Unian
and the United States continues, it may be assumed that present .
border controls will be mainta,ined or intensifled and that United
states efforts to induce defection may yield no important results.
In the fbcd year 1953 more than $
waa
Uotted for the conduct of defector hiducement operatiom.

/
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The Committee understands that the present NSC direc-

tive* has been recently modified so as to make posdble encouragement of defection among broader groups.
Volunteer Freedom Corps
The NSC recently approved a proposal to establish a Volunteer
Freedom Corps within the American Army. Since this project is
still in the planning stage, the Committee has not attempted to
reach any conclusions regarding it.
Training of Future Emigre Leaders
A difllcult problem is to And capable and trustworthy men in or
from the satellite states to participate in developing practical
means to bring about the liberation of the captive countries and
to provide leadership for such activities.
It is in the interests of the United States that such men be
democratically oriented and friendly to the United States and
that they have an enlightened understanding of the continuing
problems of their homelands. Such indigenous leaders will not
be available unless serious efforts are made to select and train
them. Present emigre leaders are in large meamre politically
discredited and will probably be too old to play an effective role
in liberation and post-liberation activities. The only sources
which can be drawn on to provide future leadership consist of
younger refugees already outside the Iron Curtain. or potential
leaders still within their homelands, if methods can be devised to
bring them to the West. This latter group constitutes an appropriate target for defector inducement operations.
CIA recently established a Political Action School to provide
training to selected refugees from Iron Curtain countries with a
view to their use in their homelands when circumstanceswarrant.
The results of the fist course were inconclusive. The students
developed a loyalty to and an understanding of the principles
of democracy and 8 willingness to work under United States
control and guidance. Due to inability to recruit sufftcient numbers of qualified students, however, it became necessary to close
the school.
Training of such leaders is a long-term investment which might
yield large dividends. It is suggested that m office be established
within CIA with the sole function of recruiting wd training in-
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digenoua leaders. This ofRce should be responsible for over-all
planning in the fleld of leadership training and should coordinate
all Agency activities of this nature. .

Care and Resettlement of Refugees
In addition to the backlog of wartime and immediate post-war
refugees from the East still resident in countries adjacent to the
Soviet system, numbers of non-induced refugees from countries
behind the Iron Curtain still come to the West, particularly from
East Germany. Sporadic efforts to deal with this question have
been made by various organizations, but there is still much diasatisfaction with the manner in which the problem is being
handled. There is wide agreement that the failure of the West
to make adequate provision for such refugees has an unfavorabIe
psychological effectbehind the Iron Curtain. In a few instances
refugeeshave been so disillusioned with life in the West that they
have voluntarily returned to their homelands. Such cases are
always exploited by communist propaganda to demonstrate the
lack of sympathy in the West for refugees and to discourage
defection.
The amount expended and the number of personnel involved
in refugee aid are dif€lcult to estimate, inasmuch 88 not only the
United States Government but international and private organizations 86 well participate in the program. In the fiscal year
1953, $6,300,000 was made available for refugee work under the
President’s Escapee Program.
The Committee recommends that the necessary legislative Ad
organizational measures be taken to provide adequately for the
care and resettlement of refugees from countries behind the Iron
Curtain.

Electromagnetic Warfare

In addition to its general directive from the President,the Committee was requested by the NSC on February 11,1953,to evaluate
radio as a medium for “psychological operations” in connection
with the NSC’s study of electromagnetic warfare. The Committee replied to the NSC on March 24, 1953;” however, we believe
that the problem of electromagnetic warfare is of sufRcient importance to warrant further mention in this report.
Evidence before the Committee indicates that the Soviet Union
is presently engaged in a limited electromagnetic war. It is
-=ziix?ndlx
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seriously jamming broadcasts into the Soviet system. In a few
cases it has jammed communicationsin the free world for short.
periods. Some intelligence estimates give the Soviet Union the
capability today of seriously interfering with all intercontinental
communications and of disrupting the internal broadcasting of
the majority of free countries adjacent to the Soviet system.
The Committeehas been concerned by the apparent inadequacy
of both the defensive a i d offensivecapabilities of the United
States for electromagnetic warfare. Although we have not
studied the problem in view of the fact that it is being considered
by the NSC,we believe that such consideration should be.vigorously pressed.
Recommendations:
Radio

1. VOA broadcasts to the Soviet Union should consist of objective, factual news reporting supplemented by commentary. The
tone and content should be forcefuland direct,but a propagandist

note should be avoided.
2. A reduction in the number of non-Russian languages used in
broadcasts to the Soviet Union appears desirable.
3. All broadcast material to the Soviet system for wuch the .
United States Government does not wish to accept responsibility
should be handled by WE, Radio Liberation, or other cwert
channels.
4. Maximum guidance for VOA p r o g m q h g to the Soviet
satellites should be provided by the American diplomaticmissiom
in these countries.
5. VOA broadcasting facilities to Communist China should not
be expanded,
6. Radio prograks to Communist China should consist of
factual news reporting supplemented by commentaries.
7. The United States should continue to operate R3AS with the
present type of program.
8. Russian language programs should be a d e d by RIAS
addressed to Soviet occupation troops in East &rmany.
9. The American Comdttee for Liberation from Bolshevism,
Inc., should concentrate on the improvement of Radio Liberation
and reduce expenditures on the emigre coordinating center.
10. The National Committee for a Free Europe should devote
primary attention to W E . The other activities of NCFE should
be subjected to review by CIA.
Top\

,

11. The possibility of providing international sponsorship for
RFE for cover purposes should be studied by CIA.
-12. CIA'S clandestine radio operations should be continued.

Covert Activities
13, Under present conditionscovert activitiesagainst the Soviet
system should be concentrated on broadcasting from the periphery and the establishment of small clandestine cells as communication points for future we.
14. Alleged resistance organizations within the system should
not be supported in the absence of substantial evidence that the
group in question exists and is not controlled by Soviet security
agencies.
15. A major effort should be made to develop new covert kchniqub which will be effective, notwithstanding Soviet counternleasures, and will exploit vulnerabilities in the Soviet system.
CIA shoUld take the lead in this effort.
Psychotogical WarfareOperations under Military Auspices

in %mea
18. The NSC should initiate a study of United States psychological warfare operations in Korea, including policy with respect
to prisoners of war.

Defector, Refugee, and Related Activities
17. A n oflice for the recruitment and training of indigenous
leaders from countries behind the Iron Curtain should be established by CIA.
18. The necessary legislative and organizational measures to
provide adequately for the care and resettlement of refugees from
countries behind the Iron Curtain should be taken.
E&tromagnetic Warfare
19. Current consideration of this problem by the National
Security Council should be vigorously pressed.

'

Chapter five
PROPAGANDA AND INFORMATION A(XIVXTIES
IN THE FREE WORLD
This Chapter is devoted to a review of the information and
ptopaganda activities conducted by four government agencies:
The Departments of State and of Defense, the Mutual Security
Agency and the Central Intelligence Agency. We discubs the
mission of the propaganda and information programs, note the
size and distribution of-theeffort, make a general appraisal of the
program and finally a more detailed appraisal of the vaxious
media.

,

Mission of Propaganda and Information
There is a wide difference of opinion concerning the role of
propaganda and its inherent limitations. The most enthusiastic
advocates of propaganda consider it to be a weapon in its own
right to have the capability, if skillfullyemployed, of changing
the opinions of foreign peoples and influencing the actions of

-
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foreign governments. The Committtee bellev@, however,' that
propaganda cannot be expected to be the detemrining factor in
deciding major issues. The United States is judged less by what
it says through official information outlets than by the actions
and attitudes of the Government in international affairs and the
actions and attitudes of its citizens and of€icials, abroad and at
home. American policies, both foreign and domestic, may guarantee the security or set the standaxd of living of entire nations.
Extreme statementsmade by Americans, often for domesticeffect,
are prominently displayed abroad and can create yhous doubt
as to the maturity, stability, and constancy of purpose of the
United States.

i'

I

Propaganda is most effectivewhen used as an a u x i h y to create
a climate of opinion in which national policy objectives can be
most readily accomplished. It must perform the function of
informing foreign peoples of the nature of American objectives
and of seeking to arouse in them an undersfandingand a sympathy for the kind of world order which the United States and other
free nations seek to achieve. To be effective, it must be dependable, convincing, and truthful. In particular sftuttiom pmpa-
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ganda, overt or covert, may play a role of decisive importance in
the attainment of speciflc goals, but too much or too b1a-t
propaganda can be harmful.
One of the principal handicaps under which United States
information and propaganda activities have suffered is confusion
regarding their mission. This has been particularly true of the
foreign information service of the Department of State known as
the International Information Administration (IIA). Upon the
abolition of the OfRce of War Information (OW)in 1945, its
functions were transferred to the Department of State, which was
directed to provide foreign peoples with a “full and fair picture”
of American life and of the aims and policies of the United States
Government. The Smith-Mundt Act (Public Law 402) in 1048
established, in addition, an educational exchange service and
emphasized the need to increase mutual understanding by the
dissemination abroad of information about the United S t a h .
In 1950 a “Campaign of Truth” was launched by the President in
an effort to counter hostile Soviet propaganda. After the outbreak of the Korean War, NSC 68 set the propaganda objective of
deriving “the maximum psychological effect from the political,
diplomatic, economic and military measures undertaken by the
United States and its allies.” In 1951, the primary mission of the
information service was deflned 88 deterring the Soviet war
effort.* To facilitate the att-ent
of this objective five tasks
were assigned to IIA which have been r e m m e d in subsequent
NSC documents:
(1) To increase psychological deterrents to w&&t
aggression.
(2) To intensffy, particularly in Western Europe, the growth
of conlldence in the free world’s ability to stop communist
aggression.
(3) To combat neutralism, particularly in Asla
(4) To maintain hope of liberation among the peoples behind
the Iron Curtain.
( 5 ) To maintain, particularly in Latin America, a recognition
of the mutual interdependence of this area and the United
states.
In Germany, in addition to IIA activities, an extensive and in
large measure independent information program has been conducted since the end of the war, first under the Department of.

-
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Defense and subsequently, since 1949, under State Department
direction (HICOG). In 1951 the Department of State declared
that the objective of the HICOC) information program was “to
serve as a n instrument of the occupation,” and that its “normal
function” was the “full and fair projection of the United 8tates.”*
The mission was changed in 1953 to that of “affecting the attitudes and actions of the German people” and assuring the
“acceptanceof our objective.”**
The alms of the other agencies engaged in information work
have been more precise and constant. MSA has been charged
with persuading Europeans to increase their productivity, to
develop their economic and military strength, and to integrate
their economies. The objectives of CIA covert propaganda in the
free world are to combat communist subversion, counter
neutralism, and generally4promoteUnited States and Western
concepts and interests. The mission of the Department of Defense information activities in the free world is to furnish information to troops stationed overseas and to encourage friendlier
relations between the troop and foreign populations.
There is still no unanimity of opinion regarding the over-all
mission of the United States information agencies. Some consider the mission to be the msemination of truth, particularlyabout the United States; some emphasize the importance of winning friends for the United States; and others view the information services as a weapon against communism. These differing
points of view have emerged in the prolonged public debate on
the mission of the information program and have contributed to
the uncertainty and confusion among information personnel,
which has proven such a serious handicap to the development of
a coordinated and purposeful program.
The dissemination of truth is not enough. Friendship for the
United States is neither a prerequisite to nor8 guarantee of action
in the interest of the United States. Anti-communist propaganda may antagonize more foreigners than it convinces. While
all of these elements have a legitimate place in an information
program, the Committee believes that any progrtpn supported
by government funds c’an only be justwed to the extent that it
assists in the achievement of national objectives.

I
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*‘*Statementof Policy Concerning the Revlslon of the Public Affainr program
for Germany and the Concluslon of 8 Cultural Treaty,“ July 25, 1951.
** Public M a l m Plan for Germany, January 185%
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The primary purpose of the information program should be to
persuade foreign peoples that it lies in their own interest to
take actions which are also consfsterrtwith the national objectives
of the United States. The goal should be to harmonize wherever
possible the personal and national self-interest of foreigners with
the national objectives of the United States.
It must be the concern of the United States to find out what
other peoples want, to relate their wants to those of this country
and to explain these common goals in ways that will cause others
to join with the United States in their achievement.
This goal can be achieved only on the basis of clear and consistent statements of the American position on major issues. Too
often the United States speaks with a multitude of voices. Confiicting interpretations of national objectives are a serious handcap to successful persuasion in foreign countries,

Size and Dbtribution of the Information
and Propaganda Activities
Because of the complexity of departmental budgets and the
transfer-of appropriated funds within agencies, the total cost

of propaganda and information activities in the free world can
be stated only in general terms. A flgure of
operating the program in Ascal year 1953 appears
e a reasonable approximation. This is divided among' the principal.agendes as follows:
State Department
$120,000,000*
Mutual Security Agency
50,000,000**
Central Intelligence Agency
Defense Department
T h e sham of the Department of State for activities in the free
world is allocated among three organizations:
International Information Administration (IIA) $82,000,000*
High Commissioner for Germany (HICOG)) .
30,000,000****
Technical Cooperation Administration (TCA)
11,000,000

lfo
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An addltlonal $14,000,000 Is allotted for propaganda behlnd the Curtsln. .
thl~
amount le for the productivity and teehntcal rtssihuce e%-

** One half of
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Thus, while IIA is the largest agency in the information field, it
expends only 40 percent of the total amount appropriated for
propaganda and information activities i z the
~ free world. '
In geographical terms $140,000,000 or two-thirds of the annual
total is spent in Western Europe. Germany alone absorbs alrnhst
$50,000,000.

'
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In terms of personnel, both American and alien, IIA has the
largest st&, with more than 9,000 employees. HICOG now has
4,000 employees compared to its earlier maximum of 7,000. The
MSA information staff is 700. l I A has the h'eaviest concentration in the United States, one-third of its personnel being stationed here in comparison with only five per cent of the MSA
information staff. IIA also relies to a greater degree on American
personnel, one-half of its staff being citizens. The comparable
A p e s are 20 per cent for MSA and 10 per cent for HICOG.
AppraisaI of Propagandu and Information Prograys
Any appraisal must take into Etccount the principal chazacteristics of Soviet and A m e r h n propaganda. These derive chiefly
from differmces in governmental structure and philosophy and
from the wide divergence in nationsl objectives.
For the last 30 years the Soviet propaganda program has been
large and centrally directed. From the time they seized power, .
the Bolsheviks have given high priority to propaganda, both internal and external. As a result of this long experience, the
SovietUnion possesses a large group of propagandists which
is continually replenished by new and well-trained recruits.
They are inhibited neither by the need to tell the truth nor by
public opinion at home. In addition, the. Soviet propagapda
machine has an effective apparatus abroad in the foreign communist parties, which contribute their own funds and labor.
' The United States also has advantages. Its people share fundamental beliefs and basic values with millions of the men and
women the United States is attempting to win to its side: belief
in God, belief in individual and national freedom and the right
to ownership of property, belief in a peaceful world and in the
common humanity of men and nations compromising their differences and cooperating in the United 'Nations. Sharing such
beliefs, the United States has partners and allies abroad, not
subservient satellites held by force.
The military strength of the United States, its economicsystem,
its standard of living, its technical development and productive.

\
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capacity are appropriate subjects
ormation programs as
showing the capability both to resist aggression and to give powerful assistance in the creation of a peaceful world order. Of
fundamental importance, however, the program should speak
in terms of the deeper spiritual values uniting this nation with
the rest of the world.

Central Directton
The national information program has sufXered from the lack
of effective central direction. In spite of the establishment of
the Psychological Strategy Board, coordination has been lacking
and the various agencies concerned have largely gone their, separate ways. Opportunities have been mimed to'take the off'&
sive in global propaganda campaigns. Too often, the program.
has been merely defensive. La& of coordination has resulted
in the haphazard projec€ion of to0 many and too diffuse h p a ganda themes. No single set of ideas bas been registered abroad
through effective repetition. This is in sharp contrast to the
technique of the Soviets, who have codstently'hammered home
a few carefully selected central themes: land reform, peace, antiimperialism, youth. The headquarters s m s of aJl agencies engaged in information work should concentrate more on the'conception, planning and coordination of global campaigns &d less
on detailed control and execution of day-to-day operstfans.
Another serious problem has been confusion regarding the
guidance provided by the information agenMes in Washington to
their stafPs in the fleld. Each has issued detailed.guidances to
its odpn field stsfps, usually after some coordhafion by the inter- '
departmental Psychological Operations Coordinating Committee
(POC). The agency primarily concerned, IIA, in order to meet
media deadlines, has often issued it8 information guidances before political guidances were prepared in the Department of State.
Such guidances have not always been in agreement.
The Committee believes that, although-guidance pn specific
or local objectives of infonnation activities may often be required
from Washington, such guidance should generally be conhed
to global or regional themes. When United States policy and
objectives have been explained to the field, information ofl[ldals
abroad should be permitted discretion in adapting their information activities to particular l d situations.

-

Adaptation t o Local Conditions
One zispect of IIA activity which has been repeatedly criticized-
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is the mass preparation and distribution of material. Frequently,
there has been insufficient concentration on-particulartargets
and programs have not been best calculated to achieve the desired
result. Much of the material prepared in the United States is
of little use for any forefgn audience. This criticism appUes with
particular force to Short-wave broadcasts by the Voice of America
to the free world and to publications prepared in the Unit&
Stat&. Insofar as possible, information material ahould be prepared abroad to meet lwal needs.
More decentralization of tactical control of the inforntafion
program to the country level and the local preparation of more
material should permit a substantial reduction in the wormation staffs located within the United States. TN$is particularly
true of IIA.
Audiences often do not believe hformation provided by any
foreigner and are particularly quick to take offense at advice and
exhortation received from abroad, They are Uely not onIy'to
reject such an approach but to complain of interference in their
internal affairs. Not all of the free world is preNed to view its
problems in the context of a struggle between the United'States
and the Soviet Union. The note of self-praise and the emphasis
on material achievements by the United States frequently creates
envy and antagonism.
Attribution
As a general rule, information and pro&a
should only be
attributed to the United States when such attribution is an asset.
A much greater percentage of the information program should
be unattributed.
Attribution to the United States can be prevented not only by
avoiding the use of spedflc labels, but also by the utilfiation
abroad of personnel other than American in the preparation axid
dissemination of material. In certain countries the large number of Americans engaged ip information activities k a handicap
rather than a n asset to effeotive work. Comwtent and exDeri-

..
of Americans engaged in information activities, their number
should be substantially curtailed and they should be replaced
where necessary by qualified local employes.
Another method of avoiding official attribution in propaganda
is the utilization of the numerous private American organizations
active abroad. This very substantial asset has been insufRcbntly
exploited by Governmentinformationagencies. While only a few
companies, such as the wire services, are directly engaged in the
dissemination of information, many participate in activities
which are important to the local population. American business
Arms often comprise a significant segment of a foreign countryJs
industry. American universities and foundations have a long .
and impressiverecord in the exchangeof students and encoyrage- . .
ment of scientific research. Amdcan missionaries, particularly
in Asia and Africa, have brought spiritual guidance and material .
assistance. In recent years, American labor groups have established direct relations with foreign trade unions. Far greater
efforts should be made to utilize private American organhations
for the advancement of United States objectives. The gain in dissemination and credibility through the use of such channels will
more than offset the loss by the Government of some control over
content.
Although the United States is a leading member of the United
Nations and an active participant in numerous other interntional organizations, its propaganda appeals to the rest of the
free world have been largely couched in strictly American terms.
There has been reluctance on the part of the United States to
participate in coordinated international information efforts lest
the content of its propaganda be controlled by its foreignpartners.
The United States, however, is associated with numerous nations
of the free world in various joint endeavors, all of which are
primarily intend@ to strengthen the free world kgainst 'the
'Soviet Union. The partners of the United States should be able .
to make a substantial contribution to the achievement of Anierican propaganda objectives, and increased emphasis &odd be
placed on this form of international cooperation.

.

Cantrol at the Countqj L m l
While maximum decentralization of information activities is
required to provide meaningful and purposeful programs suited
to the requirements of local audiences, efpecflve centralized conhol h needed hi each country. In some countrles.the PELFioUs
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United States agencies engaged in information work have conducted their programs independently of one another. ‘Inother
countries, an effectiveand cdordinated information program has
been worked out under the direction of the Chief of Mission and
a country team composed of the senior representative of each
agency.
All United S t a h information &genieshave extended assistance to local organizations in order to gain influence over their
programs. This technique has sometimes proved very effective.
In some instances, however, several American agenciea have unwittingly supported the same local organfiation. This is not
only wasteful of Government funds but can be extremely compromising if any of the support is covert. An attempt to resolve
this problem was made in a paper to which all the information
agencies agreed on November 1,1951. The agreement made CIA
exclusively responsible for projects the disclosure of which would
“seriously embarrass the United States Government,” “seriously
discredit the activity” or “seriously damage the outlet.” If disagreement existed in the fleld concerningthe seriousness of possible exposure of any particular project, the question was to be
referred to Washington for decision. Although this agreement
provides a logical solution to the problem, it has frequently been
ignored, sometimes with serious consequences. We believe that
the principles of this agreement are valid and that’ coordination
of unattributed propaganda is vital. The responsibility for such
coordination should be placed on the Chief of Mission.
Continuity and Flexibility
A n effective foreign information program can only be achieved
and maintained if Arm executive and congressional support is
accorded to ensure permanency of organization, consistency jn
approprlations, and flexibility in management.
Lack of agreement regarding the information program has
resulted in frequent and often drastic changes in organization.
Since 1945 the major information effort has been vested successively in an independent agency (OW),in the Department of
State under the direction of an Assistant Secretary,and in,asemiautonomous organization under an administrator reporting to
the Secretary of State. Under the reorganization plan now under
consideration, the information program would again be placed in
a separate agency combining the functions of’IIA with the infbrmation activities of MSA and TCA. Irrespective of the merits of
the various organizational arrangements, these frequent changes
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have resulted in great uncertainty, impaired the continuity of
policies and programs, hurt morale and hamstrung effective management. The Committee's views on organization of the information activities are stated in Chapter Seven, pages 99-102.
Both the executive and the legislative branches of the government have lacked any Arm conviction with respect to the nature
and extent of the program, with the result that appropriations
have fluctuated irregularly from year to year and continuity'
of effort has been impaired. MSA's information program has
undergone rapid expansion and contraction. IIA's annual budget has vasied irregularly between $20,000,000 and $120,000,000.
Fluctuations of this magnitude have made efient management
almost impossible.
While the adoption of the recommendations in this report
would result in less spending in some portions of the program,
particularly within the United States, spending might be increased in other sections. . The Committee, therefore, recommends that appropriations not be drastically reduced until the
new principles and procedures have been tried.
Lack of. flexibility in budgetary and personnel mattem has
handicapped IIA and made management even more ditllcult.
The information program requires more flexibility to permit decentralization as well as rapid concentration on targets of opportunity. Flexibility is also essential for the successful utilization
of unattributed propaganda due to the diversity of channels and
Another disability under which the information program has
labored has been a lack of understanding of its purpose on the
part of the American people and of omcia1 American representatives abroad. While the latter diiiiculty is gradually being overcome through association and cooperation in the field, the role of
the information program remains something of a mystery to the
American public. The degree of misunderstanding of the purposes of the program is revealed in current investigations. This
misunderstanding results in part from the provision of the SmithMundt Act (PL 402) which enjoins IIA from informing the h e r *
ican people of the nature of its activities. The Committee supForts the recommendation of the United States Adyisory
Commission on Information in its Seventh Semi-Anriud &port
to Congress, January 1953, that IIA be authorized to release domestically, without request, information concerning the program. .
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Securitgf Handkaps
The information program of the United States, both in the free
world and behind the Iron Curtain, has beenseverely handicapped
by certain current security policierp and p ~ t h s .Thts has
affected the i n f o m t i m program in three distinct ways. Fht,
it has interfered with the recruitment of qualified personnd and
contributed to the prevailing low state of morale among Mormation personnel. Second, it has hampered the implementation
of certain phases of the program such as resettlement of Iron
Curtain refugees, exchange of persons, an6 selection of boa@ for
overseas libraries. Finally, the administration of the securiw
program in the United States has had unfavorable repercussions
abroad, particularly among our Western $uropean allies, which
cut directly across the objectives of the information program.
Although the security program and hmigratdon reguXatl0n.s arei
not within the jurisdiction of the Committee, we wish to point out,
the damage to the information and .propaganda program which
has resulted from certain aspects of each.
Current Activities of the Information

,

and Propaganda S . d w
For the sake of convenience, the following flve'sectionSfolloly--the media breakdown emplbydd by IIA. Altliough this organhation is not used by other agencies with information programs,
their activitia are ah0 dfscussed under the approprhte headings

Rdb
Three agencies, the Depkrnents of State and Dkfeme and CIA,
. own radio broadcasting facilities. All United States agendes.
with informationprograms make some use of local stations iri foreigh countries. The Voice of America (VOA), part of IIA,provides the most extensive radio coverage and is the most wntroverdal portion of the IIA program. VOA operates about 70
transmitters, most of which are short-wave, and has some 2,000
employees, three-quarters of whom are American& The VOA
Mort is concentrated on countries IyiMnd the Iron Curtain, only
$9,000,000 of its total operating budget of $22,080,000 being spent
on-broadcasting to the free world. A t the peak of the Campaign
of Truth, it broadcast h 46 Merent languages. Since funds to
complete its transmitter network have not been appropriated, it .
has not been able to provide an adequate! signal in many areas.
VOA attempting increasingly to utilize local stations for radio'
bruadcasts, some of which are not attributed to the United States.
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2. Medium-wave transmitters controlled by the United
States.
The range of medium-wave radio is relatively lixnited'and

transmitters must therefore be located closer to the audience.
Medium-wave is the normal channel for radio broadwting
and is heard on standard receivers. Consequently, it reaches
a much larger audience within a given area than does shortwave. Since most governments will not permit the operation
of foreign transmitters on their territory, the areas where
United States medium-wave transmitters may be located are
restricted. American relay and medium-wave facilities abroad
are now largely concentrated in Germany and Austria by
tue of the privileged position resulting from the occupation.
This Is a situation which may not long continue. Whereas,
' short-wave programs are fully under control of the United
States, programs broadcast on naedium:wave must be careful
'
to avoid offense to the government on whose territory the
transmitter is located.
3. Transmitters hdigenously owned.
Most countries in the free world have extensive radio programs broadcast on medium-wave. It is sometimes possible
for American agencies to utilize these facilities for broadcasts
which may or may not be attributed to the United States. Such
programs, of course, must be entirely acceptable to the local A
government and their propaganda content must normally be
limited. U h a t i o n of local facilities insures the largest local
audience and obviates the necessity for American-owned transmitting fadlities.
The Soviet Union relies more heavily on short-wave radio ihan
does the United States. Due to a more favorable geographic location, the Soviet Union is able to provide a strong signal with fewer
and less powerful transmitters. Soviet short-wave broadcasting
concentrates on Asia. Moscow is on the air approximately twice
. as much as the United States in about the same number of languages. Roughly the same ratio applies if the total short-wave
radio output of the Soviet Union and its satellites is compared to
thatof the free world. Such large use of short-wave radio m y be
for purposes of frequencydenial.
Local radio programs 011 medium-wave always far exceed those .
from foreign sources. In most countries, medium-wave programs
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than those from Communist Guntries. France, for example,
500 hours a week of locally Originated programs and 20O'hours
from other non-coinmunist countries. There are less than 40
h o w from behind the Iron curtain.
mort-wave broadcasts appear to be of limited use for United
propaganda or information in the free world. In some
atem the Signal is inaudible, in some the audience is extremely
limited, and in others the program content is criticized .On the
other hand, American shorbwave facUties, h d u d h g those op..
emted by VOA,are a part of the nation's radio and communlcatiom'aSsets for electromagneticwarfare. In its memorandum of
March 25,1953 to the NSC (Appendix II), the Committee noted
ut neglect of' electromagnetic warfare h s created
~
a serious
weakness in the nation's defenses and recommended further
study by 'the NSC.
The Committee recommends that the continuance of sh0rt.l
wave prdgrsms to the free world be reviewed on a country basis in
consultation with the Ambassadors concerned, to determine the
areas in which there is some expectatdon of accomplishing propaganda objectives through the use! of thJs medium. We recommend that short-wave broadcasts be discontinued to those area,s
where such an expectation cannot be demonstrated, subject to
the requirements of national security'inelectromagnetic warfare.
Attributed American broadcash, particularly those of VOA,
should concentrate on objective, factual news reporting. Selection and treatment of'news should seek to present a full exposition of United States actionsand policies, especuy 89 they affect
the target country. While a tone of exhortation and abu& should
generally be avoided, VOA ahodd not be precluded from makfng
dignified, forceful, and factual refutations of Soviet accusations.
Satme and humor may also have their place. Music, ente~rtalnm a t ! and such other mfscellaneous program ~ t e r i a as
l may
be considered necessary by United States chiefs of mfssfon to
maintain audience interest in individual target countries may
properly be used.
When it is desired to obtain specific results locally, aa for exa
m
P
l
e
p a foreign oountry, radio should be used only on a non-attnbuted basis. In order
to lesaen attribution and to reach the largest audience, maximum
u88 should be made ,of local broadcssting faciutiea To be e-flective, this will require that the Chief of Mission coordinata the
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radio programs of the various United States agencies dire&&
to hk3 country.
We recommend that consideration be given to changing the
name "Voice of America," since the name b.associated both in
the United States and in many foreign countrh with programs
which have been widely criticized and discredited.
Excbnge of Persona

Nineteen difPerent Federal agencies* are engaged in the exchange of persons with free world countries for various typty of
training. There are four major programs, each designed to meet
a different need, which altogether annually bring about'.18,000
foreign nationals to the United States and send 2,000 Americans
overseas. The total c a t , exclusive of the large military exchknw
program, is about $6O,OOO,OOO.
Annually, ILA and HICOO together spend abo& $22,000,000 to
bring in 7,000 foreign nationals grid to send some 1,600 American
citizens abroad. Half of the exchangees am students, the remainder adult specialists. Wrman and Austrian cit@em p r e p
dominate because $6,000,000 of the total annual approprSatbxi'is
earmarked for these countries by Congress.
With a view to increasing productivity in backard countries, .
TCA spends in the order of $10,000,000 per year. 9provide technical training in the United States for approximately 1,O.OO foreign
government employees, most of whom are roughly equivalent
in
rank,to a county agent.
Roughly $25,000,000 aqnually is currently being spent by MS&
to train 4,000 foreign specialists and 400 workers h the United
States in order to increase foreign industrial productivity. Sbme
700 United States technicians are semt abroad annually to train
and teach In Europe and the Far East.
The Department of Defense brings to the United States each
year roughly 6,000 foreign nationals. Ninety per cent of. these
exchangees receive low echelon military training. One,hmdrqd
Arty senior ofFlcers and 100 newspaper editors and other leadm

a

.

*Four agencles conduct exchange programa of iome magnltuda They are:
IIA (State), TCA (State), MSA and Defense. Smaller program8 are co4ducted by flve agenclea: CIA,Atonrio mer& Commlmlon, Natlonal mstltutes
.of Health (Department of Health,Welfare and Education) ,Natloqal Scleace 1- .
Faundatlon, Marltlme Co!ntn!sdon (Commerce). Ten addltlonal agenele~
cooperate In the carrying out of primary exchange programe on a pald basla
They are: Labor, Agriculture, Commerce, Health, Wellare and Education,
Interlor, Homing and Home F b n c e , Me* CommunlcaW CommUo&
Oeneral Berpicee AdmlnlAtratlon, Bureau oi the Budget and Veterans' Admln($

ietration.

,

receive special training or are taken on tours of the mil
WmentS. While the Defense program is Mended primarily to
bcresse military preparedness in the free world, it has the byDroduct of increasing'Arsthand knowledge of the United States.
CIA and other Federal agencies have exchange programs of
limited scope for special purposes.
~n
addition to the programs ffnanced by the Government, there
we numerous exchanges arranged by foreign governments and
by prim6 groups, both American and foreign. The aggregate of
these may well.be greater than the Federal program.
-changes play a major role in the Soviet Moit to influence
foreign peoples in the Soviet inerest. It is estimated that 45,000 .
persons are brought to t h e Soviet Union annually from the free
world for training, not only in propaganda but in many forms of .
political action and clandestine Operations. This large group L
augmented by others, especially from backward areas, who are
brought to the Soviet Union for technical trdnhg or merely on
good will visits. W form of activity has been suf%essfully d e
veloped by Moscow to provide skilled local communist leaders in
foreign countries and to win friends and sympathizers $or the
, Soviet Union.
In contrast to the Soviet program, of the 18,000 foreigners who
come to the United States annually under government auspices
only a handful of covert agents receive deliberate propaganda
training. The Committee agrees with the policy of not exposing
exchmgees to open propaganda. indoctrination. It further believes that all agencies concerned should exerclse great care in
placing and looking after exchangees. Cases have been reported
where the attitude of the local American community was 80 hostile as to jeopardize any bexieflcial effects which might have been
anticipated from the exchange.
"here has been difference of or>inionamomz administrators of
the exchange program concerning the criteria for selectionof c a n 2
didates, particularly the relative importance of short and longterm objectives, and whether candidates should be chosen pdmariIy for their academic or technhl ability rather than for their
potential pefulness to the United States. The Committee considers that the long-term exchangk, particularly of students,
have been worthwhile and should be continued, but we also
believe that more use bould be made of exchanges to influence
the attitudes of important local individuals, The Chief of Mb-
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A number of poster 8116 leanet dperatfons conducted by CIA
reach a wider group than is generally accessible for other types
of printed matter. Posters have proved to be one of the most
dective. vehicles for ridicule, to which the communists are particularly sensitive. /

h ita inzormation work,
hss likewise made larpscale
use of publications, particularly in Western Europe. Its activities have ranged all the way from attributed pamphlets to covert
operations. The Committee considers the latter type of activity
8s unsuited to MSA Covert propaganda operations should-be
c e n m e d in CIA.
The Soviet Union makes extensive use of publications for foreign propaganda purposes; its effort in this fleld coflsiderablv
exceeds tha-t of the United*States. Furthemiore, through I d
communist parties and front group the Soviet Union controls
many newspapers and magazines and is able to carry on largescale leafiet and poster campaigns. In most areas, however, local
non-communist publications far overshadow all foreign efforts.
Publications are one of the most important p r o p k d a weapi
ons, but they can be used to much better advantage than .inthe
past in advancing national objectives. I I A should carefully review its program and decentralize wherever possible, so that materia3 can be prepared which is mom responsive to local needs. The
programs of all agencies should also be reviewed to determine
whether publication activities have been too highly concentrated
in Western Europe with a resultant loss of opportunities in the
remainder of the free world.
Motion Pictures
Films are used by all overseas information agencies of the Qovernment, although the dollar volume is less than for any medium
except libraries. It probably is less than $20,000,000 per year.
Overt documentary fhns comprise the bulk of IIA output, al-'
though X
U has aIso hanced a few excellent unattributed Alms.
Most IIA fllms are exhibited not through commercial outlets but
in United States Information Centers and by m e d s of mobile
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Soviet-produced motion pictures have little propaganda effect
in the free world. Communists,however, have been successful
in Wtrating l d Alm industries -both in the Unit;ea States
and throughout the rest of the free world, By tbis tactic they
have been able to M u e n ~ ea large number of commercial films,
The American fllm industry, working with CIA and FBI,has
cooperated in removing communiStS from pI'OdUCth Units and
in withholhing conttacts until unions provide nm-communist
labor. With their large overseas investments, American companies can assist materially in combatting communist infiltration of the Alm industry abroad.
Films cah be a useful adjunct to the Government information
program, provided their Subject and level of presentation are
suited to the audience. As with other media, the IIA program
has produced too many fllms which were lncomprehemible to
foreign audiences. Wherever possible, Gtovemment fllms ahould
be unattributed and produced by local industry.

wide foreign readership, thus maMng a valuable contribution
to the information program. .
A book translation program is supported by IIA to supplement the output of commercial publishers. IIA has recently
taken over from MSA the administration of a $10,000,000 revolving
fund which was established to stimulate the commerdal export of
American titles by guaranteeing that publishers will be able to
recover the proceeds of their foreign sales fn countries restricting
foreign exchange transactions. The operations of the fund have
materially augmented the sale of American books, and it should
be increased to permit larger exports.

The communist book program is large ana
countries. Although thgSoGet Union operates only a few reading
rooms in foreign countries, it assures a k d e circdtion for corn:
munist authors by selling books at prices well below cost, conducting large-scale translation programs and subsidizing local book .
stores. In most areas of the free world the communist effort ,
exceeds that of the official American program, and in some areas . '
surpasses the combined olllcial and commercial American volume.
Libraries, information centers, and books are 831 essential part
of the United States information effort. Cheap comxnunist books
must be prevented from dominating local markets by making
available equally inexpensive non-communist books. The Wvemment should cooperate with private industry and be prepared
to subsidize exports where necessary. While the Government
should guard against distributing or aiding in the distribution of
subversive books, it should not hesitate tol'acilitate the distribution of books which contain justifled criticism of one phye or
another of American life.
'

3.'

Televisfon

Use of txlevision is expanding rapidly outside the United States
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which Governmentinformation agencies have t h e far hardly attempted to utilize. Outside the United States, television networks
exist in over 20 countries.of the free world, with a total of about
3,000,000 sets. Twenty additional countries are expected to enter
the television Aeld by 1956. The Soviet Union is steadily expanding its televisionfacilities, and Soviet programs can be received in
parts of Western Europe along the periphery of the Soviet orbit.
A trans-Atlantic television network is technically possible tohay,
although its ultimate desirability must be decided within the
context of electromagneticwarfare.
In view of the relatively advanced technical position of television in the United States, this country should be in a position to
provide advice and assistance to foreign television industries in
their formative stages. Unattributed programs of American
origin could be carried on local television networks in much the
same way as radio programs of American origin are broadcast
over local stations abroad.
Recommendations
Gene?'al

: 1. The Committee believes that the primary and over-riding
purpose of the hformation'prograh should be to persuade foreign
pebples that it lies in their own interest to take actions which are
also consistent with the national objectives of the United States.
The goal should be to harmonize wherever possible the personal
and national self-interest of foreigners with the national objectives of the United States.
2, A continuing, coordinated effort should be made to &form
the world clearly of the American position on major issues.
3. The headquarters staffs of all agencies engaged in information work should concentrate more on the conception, planning
and coordination of global propaganda campaigns and less on
detailed control and execution of Clay-to-day operations.
4.' Although guidance on specific or local objectives of information activities may often be required from Washington, such
guidance should generally be confined to global or r @ o d
themes. When United States policy and objectives have been
explained to the Aeld, information oficials abroad should be permitted dhretion in adapting their information &tivitles to the&
local situations.
9
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14, Appropriations for the information program should not be
drastically reduced until the new procedures recommended have been tried.
15. Public understanding and support of the program is vital.
The Committee supports the recommendation*madeby the United
States Advisory Commission on Information In its Seventh SemiAnnual Report to Congress, January 1953, that IIA be authorized
to release domestically, without request, information concerning
‘itsprograms.
‘
16. Consideration should be given to reducing, where possible,
the atlverse propaganda effects of certain Security and fmmfgratiori regulations.
Media Recommendddns
17. (a) Short-wave radio programs to the free world should be
continued only to those areas where the Chief of MissiQnexpresses
a desire for r e h t i o n or where. the broadcast8 are requiredlfor
purposes of electromagnetic warfare.
(b) Broadcasts attributed to the United $falx+ Govern.
ment should concentrate on objective factual news reporting and
seek to present a full expodtion of Utltted St@t?b actions and
policies.
(e) Radio should be used for exhortation in the frets world .
only on a non-attributed basis. In order to lessen attribution
and to reach the latgest audience, maximum use should be made
of local broadcasting facilities.
(d) Conslderation,should be given to changing the n a m e
“Voice of America,”
18. (a) Exchange of persons, particularly students, for‘long .
term cultural purposes is worthwhile and should be continued.
(b) More d should be made of the medium of exchange of
persons in influencing the attitude of important local‘ individuals.
19. Publications can be used to much better advantage. I I A
should carefully review its program and decentralize wherever
possible so that material will be more responsive to local needs.
The programs of all agencies should be reviewed..
.
20. (a) Wherever possible, government Alms should be un- .
attributed and produced by local Mutry. Fflms must be more
&ted to audiences.
(b) Greater efforts should be made to tnfluence UniW
States
commercial fllm production in-order to increase its conhi’
buffon to the national informatioh program.
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21.

. .

(a) The Information Centers All a cultural need and

should be continued.
(b) The Government should cooperate with the commercial publishing industry and subsidize its exports when necessary
to combat the flood of inexpensive communist books in the free
world.
(c) While the Government must not aid in the distribution
of subversive books,it should not hesitate to facilitate the distribution of books which contain justified criticism of one phase or
another of American life.
22. The United States should be in a position to provide advice ,
and assistance to foreign television industries in their formative .
stages. Unattributed programs of American origin could be
carried on local stations.
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six

COVERT OPERATIONS WITIIIN THE FREE: WOEUD
For five years after the end of World War II, governments of
non-communist nations, especially in Western Europe, were subjected to strong pressure from communist minorities. Many
of these governments had communist cabinet members and were
incapable of strong action against communist groups. Nearly
all ha4 communistsin key administrative positions. Independent
covert action by the United States frequently offered the only
possible method of strengtheningnational anti-communist forces.
For considerations both of,security snd policy it WILS generally
impossible for the United States to work with and trust those
governments which were under the heaviest communist attack.
Because of this spedial situation and also because there existed
a basic and continuing need for a covert arm of government
capable of conducting certain activities abroad which could not
be ircknowledged as ofRcially sponsored, an oflice of &vert opera;
tions was established within the Central Intelligence Agency in
1948.*

\

The united states is currently expending $
.
Per
year on covert political and psychological activities within the
free world.** f

. .

As the political and e c o n o ~ crecovery in Westmi Europe
permits, some reduction of CIA'S covert actfvities fn this area will
be possible. In addition, European governments or private
groups may be induced to assume, either independently or jointly
with American agencies, responsibility for some of the palitical
action programs now being carried on by CIA. This would'mean
that CIA would lose much of its direct control over these actjvities.
The Committee believes, however, that such direct control must
in many cases be relhquished_orrelaxed if serious poltWcal cornplications are to be avoided.
,
NBC IO/%

8ee also Chapter k e n , p. 97.

** ~zcludlagcovert opem~onaundertaken solely to support overt mlUterp forces
Is warthe.
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The critical countriesof South and Southeast Asia and of Africa
have presented very great obstacles to the conduct of covert as
well 85 overt activities. Successful covert operations can be
developed only over a long period. The Committee beueves that
these areas should receive a higher priority than they now enjoy
with respect to assignment of key personnel and development
of expanded covert capabilities for future activities.
The covert activities in the free world which have been undertaken by CZA fall into three categories: polithl action, propaganda, and direct action against communist parties and fronts.
Covert Political Action

Covert operations have supported a large number of foreign
political organizations throughout the free world, particularly in
Western Europe, in order to make them more effective insfru"ments against communist subversion. In a parallel effort, attemptshave also been mad0 to establish coverthfluence directly
over key individuals and groups in foreign governments. Such
political activities have the great advantage that they permit the
United States covertly to influence developments jn other countries in the interest of the United States to a degree which can
not be accomplished overtly. They have the disadvantage that
they entail a risk of expmure which may result in damage to
united states interests.
Evidence indicates that, in general, covert political activities in
the free world have been among the more successful of CIA'S
operations. Because of the lack of adequate previous experience.
in the field of peacetime covert operations, and because quickly
mounted operations were needed to meet serious threats of communist advance in 1948 and 1949, some of the initial operations suffered from hasty improvisation. They did, however,'
assist materially in countering communist subversion during this
critical period. The experience gained is now of value in establishing more effective controls over current activities and in balancing the advantages and disadvantages of continuing them on
a covert basis.
In a few countries, such as Italy, CIA has undertaken the '
financial support of non-communist political partis, particularly
in campaigns prior to elections in which there has been danger
Of major gains by communist or communist-cantroned parties. .
such activities have been resWcted by CIA to elections where the
Department of State has asserted an important United States' .
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political interest and where the support gave promise of achieving important results. , Despite the exception of the recent
Italian elections, such support has been generally successful in
that the parties supported have maintained or increased their
Yoting strength while the hand of the United States has mxnainexj
concealed.
Three m j m a c u l t i e s arise in th~stype of ktivity. First,
the introduction of funds into the Party or organizatiOn at the
top, which is dictated by re88oI1s Of Security, can result in the
absorption of a large part of those fundsby the top party bureaucracy, w i t h only limited amounts reaching the party field organizations where the funds are most needed. Second, if smcient
funds are provided to make a substantial difPerence in the outcoae of the elections, it is hard to conced the faot that the party
is spending funds in excess of its own resources. Third, wmore than one non-communist party is involved inan d&m,
it is inevitable that part of the subsidies will actually be used
by the parties to flght each other instead of the communists.
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Further reduction in the strength of commd8tanalled
labor federations will be a slow and dMkult process, Present
programs have about reached the Wt of their CapabSlitb and
serve primarily to preserve c r h M Y
their continuance
made. A further reduction
communfst Union strength wiil
depend less on the size of the subsidies granted to n0n-comm-t
labor organizations than on the success of the foreign governments i~solving their internal political and economic problems
and on the adoption by the United States of polides which will
amwe the support of such efforts. D u i n g the fiscal year 1953
CXA will provide $
for the support of n0n-mmm-t
labor activities. Of this amount
per cent will go to organizations hi France and Italy.
A principal operational difXiculty in carrying out this pmgrtam
has been that three American agencies, the Department of State,
MSA and CIA, have all been active in the labor field, often @orking
dth the same unions but without adequate knowledge of each
other’s activities. As noted elsewhere in the report,* the a m mittee believes that such overlapping should be -ted
by
giving the American Ambassador increased authority to coordinate these activities.
CIA has also either created or been the principal 8 0 ~ ~ 0of8
flnancial support for several other major political action organizations. These organizations have concentrated on youth, intellectuals and veterans, all of whom receive constant attention
from the communists and are considered by them to be crucial

cal action organizations of this type
year 1953 totals $

accounts for
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As a result of experience gatnea m me 189t 1our years, ana
because of major changes within the free world during this period,
certain basic modiflcations in present concepts of covert activities should now be made. Free world governments are becoming
increasingly unwilling to tolerate independent American activities aimed at their own populations. CIA activities to which
foreign governments closed their eyes in 1948 can today become
the b d either for of€icisl protests to the United States, or if
pubUcly exposed, for a wave of popular indignation against American "intervention".
Because of the size and complexity of many covert projects,
large numbers of people both within and outside the government
are familiar with them. I

Such widespread knowledge sexiously reduces the
.
chances of Bekphg an activity secret over a long period.
,CIA covert;'support to several major activities has recently been
reported in the American press.* Such reports can destroy the
effectiveneas of the organizationconcerned and can also be interpreted as an attempt by American intelligence agencies to take
over and control such organizations for reasons fatally incon- .
sistent with professed American ideals. Under these circumstances, few foreigners would accept the view that the only objective is to strengthen free world institutions against communist
subvercrion. UnWe the communis~,whose political code admits
the necessity for subversion, the strength of the Amerfcan position
abroad Ls dependent upon the voIuntary association of foreign
nations and groups with the United 8tates.
Covert Propaganda Actiuities
The broad objectives of covert propaganda are to combat COMmunist subversion, counter neutralism and promote the acceptana! of pro-Western concepts and the advancement of American
* h t M t l e ~reported In the rem include the Natlonal Cammltke !or B Free
Europe, the upp port of French and Italian tabor federatlons and the arpport
of a West Qerman Youth group.
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interests. CIA is spending $
in fiscal year 1953 on
covert propaganda in the free world, utilizing all types of mass
communication media in varying degrees.
In the past, CIA directed its effort8 more toward the establhhment of new propaganda media than to influencing the content
of the major commercial media which are already reaching most
of the free world. This emphasis has now been reversed and, as
a result, the covert propaganda efforts of CIA should become more
effective with smaller expenditure of money and manpower.
The subject of covert propaganda has been discussed more fully
in Chapter Five.
Covert Operations Against Communist P w t h and
I

Communist Fronts’
Communist parties and front organizations outside the Iron
Curtain are an ixnportant target for covert political operations
because they are the most vulnerable and accessible elements in
the communist apparatus. The aim of such operations has been
to weaken these groups by splintering them, by undermining
morale, by exposing publicly the true nature of their backing arid
activities, and by controlling individual leaders. Exposure of the
true nature and objectives of communist parties and fronta
within the free world can usually be done mofe effectively by
local organizations receiving covert support from CIA than by
ofRcial United States government action. The ultirnatti objective
is the disintegration of the communist groups or a break with

Another tqhnique seeks to disrupt communist financing ih
ccktries outside the Soviet system. Such operationsare directed
at localsources of income and at cutting the flow of fundssupplied
from the USSR itself. “his irnpor@nt field of activity Is only
now being developed. To be effective it will require close coopeta-

.
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~ e v i e wof CIA Operations

Substantially more than half of CIA’S covert operations budget
is used for the covert support of large foreign and international
organizations which are either fighting communism directly or
actively supporting other United States objectives such as the
European Defense Community. Except for the source of funds,
most of these activities are completely overt. Because of the
number of people within and outside the GoKernment who of
‘necessity have come ho knaw of these activities and because of ‘.
the American weakness for loose talk, CIA experiences great
dUBculty.in maintaining over -long periods the security of this
type of operation. Any exposure is not only fully exploited by
the communists, but also enables the neutralists and. neo- “
fasciststo demonstrate the “aggressive” and “provocatory”nature
of American foreign policy. It is recofimended, therefore, that
covert operations in the free world, especially the support of large
front activities, be thoroughly reviewed by CIA. The followin&
major criteria are suggested in examining the soundness of

hidden in normal inter-governmental transfers of funds.
2. Where foreign governments are not able to assume responsibility for a project for politicbl or security reasons, consideration should be given to obtaining the host govermhent’s
agreement to the continuation of the activity by CIA. Such
agreement should include provision for the protection of
United States interests in th6 event of subsequent exposure.
3. Consideration‘should be given to providing some form of
international backing to projects in support of international

!I
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The &reatestlimitation on effwtive covert activity is the shortage of kiUed persaandl. Although the total pbrsonnel strength
of CIA is probably adequate, only a small part of it is as yet
to plan and carry out covert operatiorb effectively
qu-ed
and securely. The Committee recommends that for the immediate future CIA give higher priority to training, development of
improved operating principles, expansion of its pool of quallfled
operators, and construction of a covert mechaism abroad. h
making this recommendation the Committee recognizes that such
a policy might reduce CIA'S current capabilities. It would mean,
however, that Mthb two or three years its capabilities for secure
and effective operations should be greatly enhanced.
Because covert operations should not be subjected to the usual
public and legislative scrutiny, and because of the profound influence -both good and bad which cove& operations mar have
on national policy, the Conmitt& believes that CIA'S covert
oper@ons ahould be reviewed periodically by a group wWhn the
Government competent to pass on the effectiveness of such acMties. An appropriate body within the National Security C o u n d
structure, such 88 the Operations Coordinatihg Board," might
properly undertake such review. It ig therefore recodended

-

*Ohspter Seven, p. 91.
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anqe”, the Special Assistant has the task of bringing to the Presf-
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recommendations for action.”
These changes are useful, but do not by themselves accomplish
a fully coordinakd execution of policy, nor were they intended
to do so. The appointment by thePresident of a Special Assistanf
with particular responsibility in regard to “cold war” activities
constitutes a further recognition of the need for better coordination. There remains, however, a need for a central operations
coordinating body within the NSC structure.

. Operations
Coordinating Board
We therefore recommend that the President establish, within
,

I

the NSC structure, an Operations Coordinating Board to provide
for the coordinated execution of approved national securlty polides-specifically. to carry out the functions listed on the first
page of this chapter and such other functions as the NSC may
from time to time prescribe.
Coordination of departmental execution of national (pecuplts
policies would be the principal task of the Operations C d nating Board. Detailed operational planning for the acttflties
to l
k qarried out pursuant to approved policies would continue to
be done by the departments. The distinctive role of the Operations Coordinating Board would be to assign detailed planning
responsibilities to depahments, to eXagljllethe resukhg plans for
adequacy, congistency with policy and with each other, and then
to coordinate and follow up the executlon of such plans, seeking
in the-process to achieve the maximum advantage for the United
States. This would require a shift to the Board of the “fovowup” responsibility now vested in the Special Assistant for Natha3
Security AfPairs. The Board woyld also make progress reports to
the NSC from time to time.
We retmn.mend that the members of the Operations Coordinating Board should be:
. The Under Secretary of State;
The Deputy Secretaryof Defense;
The Deputy Director for Mutual Security;*
The Director of CIA;and
The Special Assistant to the President (for “cold war plan*mrtll he

designates hl8

for Mutual

general deputy to m m on the Board, the Dlreotor
remaent his agency.

security should

I
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3. The principal executive oWcer should be assisted by a staff
responsible to him which should have such duties 89 he may
assign and the Board approve. This stafpshould include persons
quallfled in the politfcal, economic and Wtary matters considered by the Board and persona competent to-adviseon the psyChOlQghalimplications of the problems before the Board.
In order to provide contfnuity and independence, a substantial
part of the staff should be permanent employees of the Boani.
The balance should comprise persons on d g n m e n t from departments and agencies. Each department should make internal
arrangements for the continuous handling of Board matters.
The Board would replace the PSB as the agency res-ble
for assuring coordination between the foreign informationpro-, .
gram and covert activities. With respect to the latter, NSC'lOI2
states that the Director of Central InUgeIlw shaureceivepolicy
gutdance from the Secretariesof State and Defense. The present
Consultants Group was esta.bMedto provide a channel for such
guidance. We believe that the general cOmdbtihg and revim
functiohs of the Operations Coordinating Board would,render.it.
logical to abolish the Consultants Group and make Its function
a responsibility of the Operations Coordinatiag Board and the
OCB stasp. For the 8ame reason, we think it mad be appm-. .
priate to rescind paragraphs 2 and 3 of NSC 10/6 wMch.relClte to
PSB responsibilities for the review of covert prognuns.
The Psychological Operations Coordinating COmrnittee (POC)
was created pursuant to NSC 59/1 to provide a rnechanhm
through which the State-Departmentcould coordinate the overt '
foreign information program. We believe there is a manifest
need for this coordinating function, but recommend the POC bet
abolished and its function be made a responsrbility of the Operations CoordinatingBoard a d the OCB staff.
C m d i n u t h in the Field
Coordination in the field is essential to the effective carryfng
out of the plans developed at home. If hes of authority for .
United States representatives in a foreign country a r e . c o n f d ,
if these representatives speak with comcting voices, then thp
impression created will not inspire confidence and the UIlited
Stbtes will dissipate Itsefforts.
-.
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the authority of a chief of mission in the field will continue to be
qualified by the fact that his economic, military, and intelligence
offlcers,who are nominal subordinates, have direct communication with Washington through separate channels of command.
The proposed setting up of the foreign information program outside the State Department would create still another separate
channel of communication.
This dimculty was one of the major factors that led us to consideration of the proposal to create a federal structure under the
Secretary of State comprising three operating departments
headed respectively by a Secretary of Foreign Politkal Mdrs, a ,
Secretary of Foreign Economic Affairsand a Secreof Foreign .
Information. The Secretary of State (and his Under Secretary)
would have the power of direction over the three departments,
although a broad delegation of operational responsibility would
be implicit. This arrangement would lend itself well to projection into the field. The Ambassador would report through the
Secretary of State and would, therefore, represent not only the
embassy staff, but the economic and public affairs interests as
well. He could have three ministers under him, each corresponding to one of the functions grouped under the Secretary of State.
, While we recognize that it m a y not be feasible in present circumstances, such an arrangement would, in our opinion, greatly improve the coherence of the national performance in overseas
areas. We therefore urge that it be given continuing study and
.
consideration.
Since, for the present, however, a continued separation of
authority in Washington is the realistic premise, it is of particular
importance to establish the Ambassador as the principal field
authority. This is provided for in the President’s message to
Congress, June 1,1953,accdmpanyingReorganizationPlans N u bers ? and 8, and in the President’s letter of the same date to the
heads of all executive departments p d the Director for Mutual
Security.
From the information we have received, it appears that the
“country team” idea has worked best in those countrie? where
the United States has had an Ambassador who regarded his post
BS one of action, rather than merely of observation. We believe
there are important implications in this for the kind of men
selected as United States mission chiefs in countries whose proper
orientation is crucial to success in the present conflict. T h e increasing intensity of the world struggle, particularly the fact that

it has blurred the previously clear dividing line between peace
and war, is a compellingreality to which the United State5 has not
yet fully responded organizationally. The control of United
States policy has been rendered very much more difficult by the
active participation (and therefore the necessary coordination)
of a large number of separately administered governmental agencies which either had not previously existed at all, or had not
previously exerted any influence on foreign relations. In each
country of major importance, this new condition has imposed
different and heavier responsibilities on the United States chief of
mission. To be successful he has had to add executive functions
to his traditional tasks of observation, negotiation and communication. We believe that these broad new tasks are not passing
obligations, but will last for many years. Accordingly, more
empIiasis should be given to breadth, force and executive competence in the selection of United States mission chiefs, although
we do not mean to.imply that these qualities are in any way
substitutes for political training and acumen. The ideal Ambassador would possess all of these qualities.
In a number of countries where United States armed forces are
stationed, it is important that the military commander be a member of the country team. In such places as Japan and Germany,
his role will be of major importance. The degree to which American military personnel harmonize their activities with local
civilian life will have great effect on the political mission of the
Embassy. In the next section, we discuss the conditions which
we believe must be established to bring abdut a more systematic
military participation in the effort to achieve political objectives.
Political Implications of Military Activities

The activities of the Defense Department are a major factor in
the successor failure of the national effort in the political struggle
with the USSR. They have a marked impact upon foreign attitudes and actions. A million and a half Americans are serving
overseas in military uniform and coming into daily contact with
foreign peoples. Additionally, the reality of United States military power -whether it is an adequate deterrent; whether it is a
source of reassurance or anxiety to friendly nations; the way in
which United States leadership is exercised in the several military coalitions now formed; the way in which such military
assistance programs as off-shore procurement are administered
-all of these affect the success of United States policies.

TOP

The contribution of the armed forces to political warfare has
been limited by the lack of deftnitionof the military role by higher
authority, and by an inadequate understanding on the part of
military authorities that they and their commands are full participants in the political aspects of the present struggle and must
conduct themselves accordingly. Military commandersand planners tend to regard the allocation of military resources to current
political operations as an unauthorized diversion from tasks for
which the armed forces are explicitly responsible. They naturally resist efforts to utilize these resources in ways which might
be disadvantageous in the event of war, because the primary military task is preparation for hostilities.
The activities of military foroes abroad must, however, be conducted in such a manner as to enhance the prestige of the United
States, produce maximum support for its policies and minimize
the unfavorable aspects of the presence of its military forces.
Good troop behavior is essential. Troop maneuvers, fleet visits
and fly-overs can be helpful if skillfully timed. Military transport and similar resources can be used to assist in solving problems of the local communities in which United States troops are
stationed to transport school children or to repair roads which
have been damaged by Americanmilitary activity. United States
military authorities have not always used these resources with
political imagination. They have been slow, for example, to use
the off -shore procurement program as an effective'anti-communist weapon in Western Europe, which it could undoubtedly become if managed with flexibility and imagination. They have
argued that their aim is only to obtain military equipment which
meets their specificationsand that they cannot impose the burden
of political judgments upon relatively low-ranking procurement
omcers in the field. In part, this attitude reflects ihe rigidity
of military procurement regulations, but it also illustrates the
failure to recognize and determine the full part that should b e .
played by the military services in supporting United States
political objectives.
The employment of military resources for political effect in the
present situation of tension and partial war is essential; and success in this endeavor requires an understanding by military commanders of the contribution which military forces oan make to
the achievement of political objectives. We believe such understanding can be improved by a more precise definition of the mi&
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3. The supply of foreign personnel qualified to act as covert
agents, particularly in operationsbehind the Iron Curtain, is very
small. More efficient use can be made of this limited supply by
a single covert agency than by two competing agencies.
4. All covert operations require effective counterespionage protection. Experience has shown that this protection can be provided effectively only if the counterespionage element is an
integral part of the covert organization. Separation of covert
functions would therefore entail the duplication of counterespionage facilities.
5. CIA now has legislative authority for the use of unvouchered
funds. It would be undesirable to request such broad authority
for another agency.
Covert raider operations and guerrilla warfare are special types
of covert operations for which CIA has responsibility at the
present time. It is important to understand, however, that
they are two separate types of activity. Guerrilla warfare may be
defined as armed activity behind the enemy Iines which draws its
support primarily from the indigenous population. Raider operations, on the other hand, such as those being conducted with
CIA support from the Chinese ofp-shore islands by Nationalist
irregulars, do not require such support from the native population. This latter operation has required a major commitxqent of
CIA resources.
We believe that C h should be relieved of its current responsibilities for the support of these coastal raiding operations
against the Chinese Communists and that it should not in the
future assume such responsibilities in other areas unless a determination is made by the NSC that there is an overridingnecessity to conceal the hand of the United States Government. The
Defense Department should accept operational responsibility for
the support of such raider operations, subject to guidance from
the Operations Coordinating Board.
In contrast to raider operations, guerrilla operations are based
permanently within enemy-held territory ind require large, wellorganized, indigenous underground organizations. CIA is the
only organization in the government which has the clandestine
skills and covert support facilities necessary ta the development
of these activities. For this reason, we recommend that the
preparation for and development of guerrilla activitiesremain the
responsibility of CIA.
TOP S k T
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The Foreign Information Program
In Chapter Five of this report, we have examined the information program. In this section we discuss our views on the proper
location of the foreign information program within the government. We have already communicatedto the President, by letter
dated May 2, 1953, our views on this subject (see Appendix 111).
Three distinct proposals have been considered by us,and we have
summarized them below, together with our principal reasons for
accepting or rejecting them.
1. The separation of IIA fromState and its establishment aa an
independent agency under the NSC. This agency would also
assume the information activities of MSA and TCA.
This proposal invoIves the claims that the propaganda
function, like the military and economic,is sufficiently different from diplomacy to warrant separate administration; that
propaganda should serve national policy, which is made by
the member departments of NSC rather than the State Department; and that any information program operated by
the State Department will tend to be timid and unimaglnative because diplomacy operates primarily through contact
between governments, whereas propaganda must involve
large-scale operations directed at whole peoples.
We believe this proposal is based upon a misconception of
propaganda and greatly exaggerates its role in the national
effort. Overt propaganda conducted by a free society is
necessarily based upon policy and has no life apart from it.
While it is true that national security policy is formulated
by the member departments comprisin’g the NSC, rather
than by State alone, the fact remains that State is primarily
responsible for carrying out those policies to which information activities can be of assistance. Moreover, the NSC is
not organized to provide day-to-day poky guidance. To
create an independent agency to conduct propaganda and
related activities, even if some provision were made for policy
guidance from the State Department, would be to risk the
emergence of contradictory interpretations of foreign policy.
Moreover, it would strongly imply the belief that propaganda
is a separate element of policy, rather than a subsidiary
instrument thereof.
The nature of the propaganda problem requires clo9e and
frequent interchange between policy people ‘and operators
during the development of a program, and this is ~ C U l
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when the policy-makers and the propagandists are separated
by jurisdictional boundaries. We fear that if ZIA were independent, the level of liaison with State would be so high as
to leave a number of signiflcant issues of policy to be dealt
with by IIA as “operations.”
An argument for this proposal to which we attach more
weight involves the claim that effective management of IIA
is impossible so long as it remains within the State Department. This claim is based upon an antagonism on the part

of some political omcers in the State Department toward the
entire information effort and personnel engaged in it. There
is also some evidence of the use of IIA funds for general State
Department purposes and a refusal to.yield the promised
autonomy to the Administrator of IIA in the matters of recruiting, assigning, and managing IIA personnel. There is
little doubt in our minds that the information program has
been administered under great dif€lculties and we agree that
these must, insofar as possible, be removed. However, we
are not convinced that a remedy lies in separating IIA from
the State Department and re-creating it as an independent
agency. The weakness and vulnerability of new, untried
government agencies is attested by long experience; the history of OWI is instructive and discouraging on this point.
Moreover, we believe that understanding between IIA and
the regular political ofilcers of the State Department has
been steadily improving and that it is entirely possible to provide the IIA with smcient administrative flexibility within
the State Department to permit effective management.
2. Retention in State of most of the educational exchange prog r a m and establishment in an independent agency of all
“fast media” (radio, press, movies) together with responsibility for the interchange of books and periodicals and aid
to libraries and information centers.
It is the widely held view that the State Department is
handling the educational exchange programs very well and
that they should accordingly continue to be the responsibility of that Department. The proponents of thfs proposal accept this view. They argue, however, that those elements of the information program which have a day-to-day
impact abroad should be placed in an independent agency.

‘
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We have rejected this proposal for substantially the same
reasons m we rejected the first proposal above-because .
propaganda should be a servant of policy and should therefore be clearly subject to policy guidance, The “fast
media” are precisely the tools which the State Department
needs to explain and exploit policy on a day-to-day b a s .
The library and information center programs are not, of
course, propaganda and therefore this line of argument
does not apply directly to them. But we would doubt the
wisdom of placing segments of the information program
under separate administration.
3. Retention of IIA in State, but with higher rank for the Administrator and with effectiveprovision for autonomy in the
selection, assignment and management of personnel and in
\

the control of I I A appropriations.
It is our conclusion that this proposal embodies a sound
approach to the problem of locating and properly organizing
the foreign information program. This arrangement facili-

tates policy guidance and provides the necessary Unity of
program through the inclusion of all media within a single
administration.
In our opinion, the most satisfactory kangement would
be to retain within the Department of State those functions
now assigned to the IIA and to combine with them the information activities heretofore conducted by MSA and TCA
Under such an arrangement the Committee would favor
higher rank (equivalent to that of Under Secretary) for
the Administrator of the information agency and provision for autonomy in the selection, assignment and management of personnel and in the control of its own appropriations.
In the interest of the closest possible integration of foreign
information activitieswith the developmentof foreign policy,
the Committeebelieves that the program should be left within the Department of State. We recognize, however, that
there are strong arguments in favor of taking the Mormation program out of the State Department. Inasmuch as
the Department itself is reluctant at this time to exercise the
operating functions involved and a reorganization plan has

1
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been sent to Congress, the Committee does not make any
recommendation on this point.*
Personnel
While we have not been able to give close attention to the problem of personnel, it is clear that no organizational arrangements for a more unified effort will be effective unless the agencies
concerned are manned by capable and dedicated people. This
problem should be recognized as crucial to the achievement of
the national objectives. The wise and successful conduct of
United States external policies is dependent upon expanding the ,
numbers of trained people in the field of national security affairs
and making more effective use of them.
The personnel problem of the government in this fleld is largely
one of leadership and continuity, the need being to produce a .
clear understanding of the national policies and an individual
determination to support them. If the proper motivation is
provided through the example of leadership, we believe the aOvernment will not want for able and dedicated people to work for
the realization of United States objectives abroad.
More specifically, better effzciency and morale in the ranks of
the public service will, in our view, depend upon new efforts to:
1. Improve training programs'for those entering into the fleld
of national security affairs so as to provide not only greater .
technical competence and language and area knowledge but also
a broader understanding of the significance of their own assignments.
2. Broaden and strengthen the concept of career service so that
well-motivated personnel, having received specialized training
and experience, can be retained in government service. This requires, among other things, the protection of individuals from
unjustified attack.
Recommendations:
1. The Psychological Strategy Board should be abolished.

--

In conslderlng thls eublect, the Commlttee had berore It the &era1 staff
studles and the Report of the Subcommlttee on Ovemeaa fnfomtlon
Programh of the Unlted States of the Senate Commlttee on Foreign Relatlons
(Hickenlooper Commlttee) ; the memorandum of recommendations of the
Presldent'e Advhory Commlttee on aovernment Organlzatlon dated April 7,
1853 ~RockefellerReport) ; and the Seventh 8emlannuel Report to Congress
of th0 United States Advlsory Commlsslon on Informatlon dated January,
1953 (Mark M a y Report).
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2. The President should establish, ithin the National Security
Council structure, an Operations Coordinating Board to provide
for the coordinated execution of approved national security
policies.
3. The Consultants Group, established under NSC 10/2, should
be abolished and its functions assumed by the OCB and the OCB
Staff.

I

4. The Psychological Operations Coordinating Committee
(POC)should be abolished and its functions assumed by the OCB
and the OCB staff.
5. Every effort should be made to strengthen the position of
the Chief of Mission as the principal United States authority in
overseas posts.
6. The Operations CoordinatingBoard should ensure that military activities make their full contribution to the attainment of
political objectives.
7. Covert political’operations should remain the responsibility
of CIA.
8. CIA should be relieved of its current responsibility for support of coastal raiding operations and this responsibility given
to the Department of Defense.
9. Guerrilla operations should remajn the responsibility of CIA.
10. Inasmuch as a reorganization plan with respect to foreign
information activities has been submitted to Congress for consideration, the Committee makes no recommendation on this
point.
11. New efforts should be made to improve personnel training
programs in the field of national security affairs and to broaden
and strengthen the concept of career service.

.
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Chapter Eight
INFORMING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC
I

In Part I of this report we have attempted to analyze the nature
of the conflict with the Soviet system, the Soviet drive for world
domination, and the United States program for world order. We
have emphasized the fact that the conflict is a struggle between
coalitions, one an imposed coalition dominated by the Kremlin
and the other a free coalition led by the United States. We believe that the United States must base its policies on the assumption that the purpose of the Soviet rulers is world domination and
that this purpose will constitute the fundamental motivation of
all its actions. The basic objectives of the United States program
for world order are (1) to assure the security of the United States,
(2) to attain a reduction or retraction of Soviet power or a fundamental change in Soviet objectives, and (3) to achieve a peaceful
world composed of free nations.
The drive and resources which the Government can put behind
this program depend upon the national will. The nationM will
consists of the composite thought of the American people. They
do not yet grasp the import of the President's recent words that
we live in an age, not an instant, of peril. They do not fully
understand the dangers that confront them, the power of the
enemy, the difficulty of reducing that power, and the probable
duration of the conflict.
It is the belief of the Committee that a greater degree of candor
toward the American people is necessary.
The American public needs information concerning the rapid
growth of the Soviet atomic capability. This developmentbrings
the communities of the United States into the front lines; it
places in doubt the claim that quantitative atomic superiority is
a conclusive deterrent to attack; it threatens to limit the ability
of the nation to maintain its full freedom to act vigorously against
the enemy overseas. In formulating public statements on this
matter, consideration would have to be given to their impact
upon other nations of the free world, particularly in Europe. This
presents a delicate problem, but a balance can be struck between
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providing the American people with informatfon that will permit
them to grasp one of the.basic realities of their world, and driving
more vulnerable and therefore nervous allies Into neutralism.
Such information is the vital prerequisite to public support for
the development of countermeasuresto this threat, a matter with
which the Government must be increasingly concerned.
The public needs to be informed of the steady growth of the
Soviet economy and the corollary fact that the rate of its growth
is much more rapid than that of the United States and the NATO
allies. Authoritative discussion of these trends would help to
make clear the magnitude of the effort required on the part of
the United.States. It should tend also to spur increased productivity both here and in Western Europe.
There is confusion in the nation regarding the ways in which
the United States can most Wisely meet the communist threat.
Methods of fighting communism at home and abroad are advocated, and in some cases practiced, which are poorly adapted to
the true nature of the threat. They risk doing more harm than
good. The conceptsthat have been urged throughout this report
-that it is not enough just to be anti-Communist, that the
United States must appeal to foreignnations h terms of their own
self-interest, that alliances with other nations of the free world
are critical to the survival of the United States -are not.fuUy
understood by the American public. As a result, the effectiveness
of national policies and programs is reduced.
There is need for authoritative information concerning the
Government’s position with respect to the Department of State
and the foreign information program. The Committee, during
the Ave months of its existence, has seen the Department of State
and the foreign information program harassed and assaulted by
criticism, much of which is inaccurate, unfair and destructive.
As a result, the morale of the Department has been lowered and
the information program has been seriously weakened. The
American people should know what the Administration’sposition
to the future of the program.
In order to obtain the common understanding. between the,
people and the Government which is so important, it is also desirable that there be less confusion among the voices that speak
for the Government on matters of foreign policy and national
security. It should be possible to achieve a greater unity of expression, at least within the ExecutiveBranch of the Government,
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Washington
January 24, 1953
Dear Mr. Lay:
I have today established a Committee, to be known as the
President’s Committee on International Information Activities.
I have authorized and directed it to make a survey and evduation of the international information policies and activities of
the Executive Branch of the Government and of policies and
activfties related thereto with particular reference to the international relations and the national security of this country.
It shall make recommendations to me for such legislative,
administrative, or other action, respecting the said policies an6
activities as in its opinion may be desirable.
It has long been my conviction that a unifled and dynamic
effort in this Aeld is essential to the security of the United States
and of the other peoples in the community of free nations.
The Committee’s Anal report and recommendations are to be
in my hands not later than June 30, 1953, and the Committee
will cease to operate thirty days after submitting its flnal report.
All executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government are authorized and directed, as a matter of common concern, to cooperate with the Committee in its work and to furnish
the Committee with such assistance not inconsistent with Iaw as
it may require in the performance of its functions. The establishment of this Committee and the scope of its inquiry were
discussed at the Cabinet meeting Friday morning and received
fulland completesupport.
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communications,which, as described in Appendix I1 of reference
(c), have a direct bearTng on diplomacy, limited or total military
operations, economic warfare, psychological warfare and telecommunications policy.
The PCIIA will discuss the flrst question -radio as a mediUm
for propaganda -in its report to the President. The preliminary
findings of the Committee indicate that, from a radio propaganda
point of view, there is a major difference between the countries ,
behind the Iron Curtain and the free world. Radio is the only .
major technique for piercing the Curtain and therefore has a
unique utility. In the free world, radio is one of a number of
possible media and its relative usefulness varies from country to .
country.
The second- question in your memorandum is concerned
speciflcally with the curtailment of VOA and not with rMio in
general. The main recommendation in Reference (b) appears
to be to have VOA cease broadcasting behind the Curtain on high
frequency. Since this is the only effective means of reaching
most of the area behind the Curtain, the PCIIA tentative conclu. sions are that its abandonment would be a most serious error
. from the propaganda point of view. The Committee recognizes, .
however, that many other considerations enter into the decision.
These considerations involve all the aspects of electromagnetic
warfare: technical, military, political, psychological and economic. For example, the Committee is not competenf to judge
whether the curtailment of VOA as suggested in reference (b)
would in fact reduce the capability of the Soviet Union to wage
electromagnetic warfare on a large scale.
The remaining questions in your memorandum, particularly
those raised by the President, can only be considered in the total
context of electromagnetic warfare. The Cominittee notes that
reference (e), dated 25 January 1951, and now more than two
years old, brought the problem of electromagnetic warfare before
the National Security Council as a matter of urgency, pointing
to the great vulnerability of the U.S.and our general lack of
preparedness. A year later, 25 February 1952, in reference (a),
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the Telecommunications Advisor to the President accepted the
responsibility for coordinating plans and programs for electromagnetic warfare and stated that he had commenced studying
the problem. However, Appendix 2 of reference (c), dated another year later, 15 January 1953, again recommends that the
total problem of electromagnetic warfare be considered. The
Committee has been told that our capabilities for waging electromagnetic warfare have not changed materially in the two years
since reference (e) was submitted to the Council, while the Soviet
position has been steadily growing stronger.
The PCIIA believes that it would be inappropriate for it to
enter the discussion of electromagnetic warfare but wishes to
stress the serious nature of the gap which seems to exist in our
defenses. However, the possibility, as described in reference (c) ,
of new Soviet action resulting in the free world being “faced with
a new and peculiar kind of accomplished aggression’’ has a direct
bearing on all the problems under consideration by the Committee and deserves the attention of the National Security
Council.
WILLIAMH.JACKSON

Chairman

APPENDIX 2 of reference

(c)

National Policies and Plans with Respect to
Electromagnetic Warfare.*
1. The Department of State is of the opinion, based largely on
References a, b and c of this paper, that there is a strong possibility that the Soviets have developed or are well advanced in the
process of developing jamming, related disruptive techniques,
and preclusive use of the radio spectrum as a strategic instruElectromagnetfc warlare, sometimes called electronic warfare, is the contest through use, lammlng interference, and related measures, for the control and use of parts or all of the radio spectrum or the denial of use to others.
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ment which if not so intended is at least capable of being used
in the pursuit of national objectives under a variety of political
and military conditions. Electromagnetic aggression by the
Soviet Union or electromagnetic war could take place in support
of Soviet objectives in general war, or under conditions short of
general war.

’

,

potential might be:
(a) Support of military conquest.
’ (b) Destruction of internal broadcasting of countries
marked for future political or military conquest.
(c) Communicationsisolation of strategic countries or areas
in support of (1) economic warfare, (2) political or subversive
action, (3) psychological warfare keyed to important events or
programs.
(d) As an instrument of international blackmail to (1) impose indirect censorship and control on the internal mass media
of non-Soviet countries, especially broadcasting and press services, (2) impose Soviet concepts and plans for use of the radio
spectrum upon the world at future international conferences,
2. Soviet jamming and interference practices and acts of preclusion in the radio spectrum, when viewed in conjunction with
the development within the Soviet orbit of landwire and microwave systems which are relatively invulnerable to non-Soviet
counter-action, form a more or less coherent picture of Soviet
preparations for an extension of the electromagneticwar in some
manner or other.
3. In consideration of Soviet jamming capabilities (Referencec)
and the apparent vulnerability of our own military and civil
communications and navigation aids (and presumably those of
other non-Soviet countries) to Soviet electromagnetic warfare
offensiveaction, it appears that a power vacuum in this important
area of national activity exists in the world today. The Department of State is of the opinion that ill considered or unwise action
OT inaction on the part of this country or on the part of other nonSoviet countries may result in additional and new Soviet action,

in which case the non-Soviet world may be faced with a new and

peculiar kind of accomplished aggression.
4. It is believed that the US would And it difficult to successfully
pursue an independent or isolated policy or course O f action apart
from other non-Soviet countries with which this country has
broad political, economic and military commitments with respect
to Soviet aggression.
5. The use or misuse of the radio spectrum is of vital importance to many areas of national activity. These include military,
international political, psychological warfare, economic, commercial transport, civil government, and perhaps others. "he Department of State feels that it is advisable for the various government agencies responsible for or having an interest in these v d ous areas of national activity, whether carried on by public or
private agencies or both, to study the problem of electromagnetic
warfare and the threat of electromagneticwarfare from the standpoint of its effect upon these respective areas of national interest
and upon the free world and to submit comments and recommendations to the National Security Council from which it m a y appraise the dimensions of the problem and determine what further
action, if any, is necessary to safeguard the Security of the Nation.
6. The Agencies of Government should consider, inter dia, the
desirability and feasibility of the following:
(a) Measures to deter the Soviets from expanding the electromagnetic vzar or to induce them to abandon it.
(b) Measures necessary to safeguard the National Security
against all probable Soviet action in this field,
(c) Preparations necessary to mount a counter attack
against Soviet broadcasting, communications, and radio navigation aids.
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Dear Mr. President:
Your Committee on International Information Activities has
given a good deal of thought to the organization of the Government’s foreign information activities. This subject will be discussed in detail in the Committee’s report. However, in view of
the recommendations for the reorganization of the International
Information Administration which have been placed before you
by the Rockefeller Committee and the proposals for the implementation of these recommendations which are now being prepared in the Bureau of the Budget, the Committee desire8 to submit certain recommendations to you at this time.
In determining the most satisfactory organization of international information activities, the Committee has attempted to
define the mission and to agree on principles under which these
activities can be most effectively operated. The Committee has
reached the following conclusions:
(1) Propaganda should be a flexible instrument of policy. It
is a basic misconception to regard it as an independent instrument separate from policy.
(2) The cold war cannot be won by words alone. What we do
will continue to be vastly more important than what we say.
(3) The principal objective of our information activities is to
increase support abroad for those policies and programs which
we consider necessary to pursue in the national interest and
t o persuade foreign governments and peoples that such U.S.
policies and programs are also in their interest. While friendship for the United States may be a useful means of persuasion,
it is not in itself a necessary objective of our propaganda efforts.
I
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Regardless of organizational arrangements, the Committee believes that the following operating principles would further the
attainment of our objectives:
(1) The presence abroad of large numbers of Americans in government employ tends to impair the effect of our foreign information programs. Every effort should be made, therefore, to
reduce the size of American establishments abroad to that
necessary for the emcient conduct of the business of this Government in foreign countries.
(2) Evidence presented to the Committee indicates that the
effectiveness of US.information programs in foreign countries
fs enhanced by the employment of local personnel. For this
reason, as well as in the interest of a general reduction In American personnel abroad, American information staffs should be
composed of local employees insofar as possible.
(3) People resent and reject advice or criticism from foreigners.
The United States foreign information media should accordingly avoid undue use of exhortation. In particular, the
acknowledged U.S.broadcasts should be restricted to news, omcia1 pronouncements and the entertainment programs essenW
for the maintenance of audiences.
(4) New impetus should be given to the trend toward decentralization of authority and responsibility. While the need for
a central nucleus of media servicesin Washington is recognized,
the conduct and initiation of information programs should as
far as possible occur at the country level under the guidance of
the Ambassador. The delegation of increased initiative to the
field should permit a considerable reduction of information personnel in the United States.
The Committee has considered a variety of proposals for the organization of the international information activities of the Government. It has concluded that the most satisfactory arrangement would be to retain within the Department of State those
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functionsnow assigned to the International Information Administration and to combine with them the information activities
heretofore conducted by MSA and TCA. Under such an arrangement the Committee would favor higher rank for the Administrator of the information agency and provision for autonomy in the
selection, assignment and management of personnel and in the
control of its own appropriations.
In reaching this conclusion, the Committee has been guided by
its conviction that information activities conducted by a free society are necessarily based upon foreign policy and have no life
apart from it, The Department of State is primarily responsible
for the development of such policies. In the Committee’s judgment the creation of an independent agency to conduct foreign
information activities, even if provision were made for policy guldance from the Department of State, would risk the emergence of
contradictory interpretations of foreign policies. The nature of
the problem requires close and frequent interchange during the
development of the programs between those responsible for the
formulation and conduct of policy and those responsible for its
interpretation and projection to foreign audiences. The Committee feels that this problem, which has presented difficulties
even while IIA has been within the Department of State, would be
further complicated by placing responsibility for the conduct of
foreign information activities on an independent agency. .
In the interests of the closest possible integration of foreign information activities with the development of foreign policy the
Committee would, therefore, prefer to leave the program within
the Department of State. The Committee recognizes, however,
, that there are strong arguments in favor of taking the information program out of the State Department. Inasmuch as the
Department itself is reluctant to exercise the operating functions
involved, the Committee therefore does not oppose the recommendations submitted by the Rockefeller Committee.
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The Committeewisheshowever to submit certain commentswith
respect to the proposed reorganization plan based on the recommendations of the Rockefeller Committee. The Committee concurs in the importance of providing the Director of the new agency
on a current basis with full guidance concerning the foreign
policy of the United States. It questions, however, the desirability of assigning to the Secretary of State responsibility for the
preparation of program material to be utilized on the information media. In the view of the Committeeany ofikial statements
regarding the position of the United States emanating from the
Secretary of State will in the very nature of things be utilized by
U.S.information media. It is the conviction of the Committee
that program responsibility should rest exclusively with the information agency subject to foreign policy guidance from the
Secretary of State. According€y, we recommend that Sec. 202
(b) (2) of the proposed reorganization plan be deleted.
The role of an independent information agency in the conduct
of the whole ihformation effort of the U.S. Government and the
content of U.S.information programs will be dealt with at greater
length in the Committee’sfinal report.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM
H.JACK~ON .
Chairman
The President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Chapter One

’

The Nature of the Conflict
1. The necessary measures should be taken to provide net
estimates of political, economic and military capabilities. (page 3)

Chapter Four
Operations Against the Soviet System
Radio
’
’

e

2. Voice of America (VOA) broadcasts to the Soviet Union
should consist of objective, factual news reporting supplemented
by commentary. The tone and content should be forceful and
direct, but a propagandist note should be avoided. (page 35)
3. A reduction in the number of non-Russian languages used
in broadcasts to the Soviet Union appears desirable. (page 35)
4. All broadcast material to the Soviet system for which the
United States Government does not wish to accept responsibility
should be handled by Radio.FreeEurope (RFE),Radio Liberation,
or other covert channels. (page 36)
5. Maximum guidance for VOA programming to the Soviet
satellites should be provided by the American diplomatic missions
in these countries. (page 37)
6. VOA broadcasting facilities to Communist China should not
be expanded. (page 37)
7. Radio programs to Communist China should consist of
factual news reporting supplemented by commentaries. (page 37)
8. The United States should continue to operate Radio in
the American Sector of Berlin (RIAS) with the present type of
program. (page 38)
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9. Russian language programs should be carried by R

~ s
addressed to Soviet occupation troops in East Germany. (page 39)
10. The American Committee for Liberation from Bolshevism,
Inc., should concentrate on the improvement of Radio Liberation
and reduce expenditures on the emigre coordinating center.
(page 40)
11. The National Committee for a Free Europe should devote

primary attention to W E . The other activities of NCFE should
be subjected to review by CIA. (page 42)
12. The possibility of providing international sponsorship for
RFE for cover purposes should be studied by CIA. (page 43)
13. CIA'S clandestine radio operations should be continued.
(page 44)
Covert Activfties
14. Under present conditionscovert aotivitiesagqinst the Soviet
system should be concentrated on broadcasting from the perbherY[

'

bwv 44)

15. Alleged resistance organizations within the system should
not be supported in the absence of substantial evidence that the
group :exists and is not controlled by Soviet security agencies.
(page 48)
16. A major effort should be made to develop new covert techniques which will be effective, notwithstanding Soviet countermeasures, and will exploit vulnerabilities in the Soviet system.
CIA should take the lead in this effort. (page 48)

Psychological WarfareOperations under Military Auspices
in Korea
17. The National Security Council should initiate a study of

United States psychological warfare operations in Korea, including policy with respect to prisoners of war. (page 50)
Defector, Refugee, and Related Activities
18. An office for the recruitment and training of indigenous
leaders from countries behind the Iron Curtain should be established by the CIA. (page 51)
19. The necessary legislative and organizational measures .to
provide adequately for the care and resettlement of refugees
from countries behind the'Iron Curtain should be taken,(page 52)
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Electromagnetic Warfare
20. Current consideration of this,problem by the NSC should
be vigorously pressed. (page 53)
Chapter Five
Propaganda and Information Activities in the Free World

General
21. The Committee believes that the primary and over-riding
purpose of the information program should be to persuade foreign
peoples that it lies in their own interests to take action consistent
with the national objectives of the United States. The goal should
be to harmonize wherever possible the personal and national
self-interest of foreigners .with the national objectives of the
United States. (page 58)
22. A continuing and coordinated effort should be made to
inform the world clearly of the American position on major issues.
(page 58)
23. The headquarters staffs of all agencies engaged in information work should concentrate on the conception, planning and
coordination .of global propaganda campaigns and less on detailed control and execution of day-to-day operations. (page 60)
24. Although guidance on specific or local objectives of information activities may often be required from Washington, such
guidance should generally be confined to global or regional
themes. Wh9n United States policy has been explained to the
field, information officials abroad should be permitted discretion
in adapting it to their local situations. (page 60)
25. Insofar as possible, information and propaganda material
should be prepared locally to meet local needs. (page 61)
26. The number of operating information personnel located in
the United States, particularly within IIA, should be substantially
reduced. (page 61)
27. Propaganda or information should be attributed to the
United States only when such attribution is an asset. A much
greater percentage of the information program should be unattributed. (page 61)
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28. In order to be less obtrusive, thcre should be a substantial
reduction in American personnel overseas in countries where they
are heavily concentrated. They should be replaced where necessary by qualified local nationals. (page 62)
29. Far greater effort should be made to utilize private American organizations for the advancement of United’States objectives. The gain in dissemination and credibility through the
use of such channels will more than offset the loss by the GOVernment of some control over the content. (page 02)
30. Both international organizations and allied governments
should be able to make a substantial contribution to American
propaganda objectives. Increased emphasis should be placed on
this form of international cooperation. (page 62)
31. More effective tactical control of the information and propaganda program of the various United States agencies is needed
at the country level. This can best be accomplished by the
Chief of Mission with the ‘advice of a “country team” composed
of the senior representatives of each agency operating information programs. (page 63)
32. More coordination of all types of unattributed propaganda
is necessary to prevent both waste and compromise of the covert
portion. Covert propaganda‘should be centrahed in CIA. The
responsibility and authority for such coordination should be
placed in the Chief of Mission. (page 63)
33. An effective foreign information program can only be
achieved if it receives firm support to ensure permanency of
organization, consistency in appropriations and flexibility in
management. The Committee recommends that Arm executive
and congressional support be extended, in order to stabilize the
organization and size of the information programs. Regulations
should be amended where possible to permit greater flexibility
in the allocation of funds and personnel. (page 63)
34, Appropriations for the information program should not
be drastically reduced unti1 the new procedures recommended
have been tried. (page 64)
35. Public understanding and support of the program is vital.
The Committee supports the recommendation made by the United
States Advisory Commission on Information in its Seventh SemiAnnual Report to Congress, January 1953,that IIA be authorized
to release domestically, without request, information concerning
its program. (page 64)
5

36. Consideration should be given to reducing, where possible,
the adverse propaganda effects of certain security and immigration regulations. (page 6 5 )

Media Recommendations

.

37. (a) Short-wave radio programs to the free world should be
continued only to those areas where the Chief of Mission expresses a desire for retention or where the broadcasts are required
for purposes of electromagnetic warfare. (page 68)
(b) Broadcasts attributed to the United States Government
should concentrate on objective factual news reporting. Selection and treatment of news should seek to present a full exposftion of United States actions and policies. (page 68)
(c) Radio should be used for exhortation in the free world
only on a non-attributed basis. In order to lessen attribution
and to reach the largest audience, maximum use should be made of local broadcasting facilities. (page 68)
(d) Consideration should be given to changing the name
“Voice of America”. (page 69)
38. (a) Exchange of persons, particularly students, for long
term cultural purposes is worthwhile and should be continued.
(page 70)
(b) More use should be made of the medium of exchange
of persons in influencing the attitude of important local individuals. (page 70)
39. Publications can be used to much better advantage. IIA
should carefully review its program and decentralize wherever
possible so that material will be more responsive to local needs.
The programs of all agencies should be reviewed. (page 72)
40. (a) Wherever possible, government films should be unattributed and produced by local industry. Films should be more
suited to audiences. (page 73)
(b) Greater effortsshould be made to influence commercial
film production in order to increase its contribution to the national information program. (page 73)
41. (a) The InformationCenters fill a cultural need and should
be continued, (page 74)
(b) The Governmentshould cooperate with the commercial
publishing industry and subsidize its efforts when necessary to
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combat the flood of inexpensive communist books in the free
world. (page 74)
(c) While the Government must not aid in the distribution of subversive books, it should not hesitate to facilitate the
distribution of books which contain justified criticism of one
phase or another of American life. (page 74)
42. The United States should be in a position to provide advice
and assistance to foreign television industries in their formative
stages. Unattributed programs of American origin could be carried on local stations.

Chapter Six
Covert Operations within the Free World
43. Efforts should be made to have the nations of Western
Europe, especially France, Italy, and Western Germanx, assume
greater responsibilitiesfor covert political and propaganda action.
(Page79)

46. All covert operations in the free world, especially the support' of large front activities, should be thoroughly reviewed by
CIA. (page 86)
47. For the immediate future, CIA should give higher priority
to the development of improved principles of operation, training,
expansion of its pool of qualified operators, and construction of a
covert mechanism abroad. (page 87)
48. The Director of Central Intelligence should report semiannually to an appropriate body within the National Security
Council structure, such as the Operations Coordinating Board,
on the conduct of covert operations by the Agency, both those
within the free world and those against the Soviet system.
(Page 87)

Organization for a More Unifed Effort
49, The Psychological Strategy Board should be abolished.

(page 90)
50. The President should establish, within the National Security
Council structure, an Operations Coordinating Board to provide
for the coordinated execution of approved national security policies. (page 91)
51. The Consultants Group, established under NSC 10/2, should
be abolished and its functions assumed by the OCB and the OCB
stafT. (page 93)
52. The Psychological Operations Coordinating Committee
(POC)should be abolished and its functions assumed by the OCB
and the OCB staff. (page 93)
53. Every effort should be made to strengthen the position
of the Chief of Mission as the principal United States authority
in overseas posts. (page 94)
54. The Operations Coordinating Board should ensure that
military activities make their full contribution to the attainment of political objectives. (page 97)
55. Covert political operations should remain the responsibility of CIA. (page 97)
56. CIA should be relieved of its current responsibility for sup:
port of coastal raiding operations and this responsibility given
to the Department of Defense. (page 98)
57. Guerrilla operations should remain the responsibility of
CIA. (page 98)
58. Inasmuch as a reorganization plan with respect to foreign
information activities has been submitted to Congress for consideration, the Committee makes no recommendation on this
point. (page 101)
59. New efforts should be made to improve personnel training
programs in the field of national security affairs and to broaden
and strengthen the concept of career services. (page 102)
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